A&S Senate?s victorygains EPC representation
By

HILLARD POUNCY
News Staff

After conducting a special meeting March 19, the A & S Educational Policy Committee has formally requested the Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S. J., President, to revise its structure to include
two full-time member students.
When the committee formed, Fr.
Rev. John R. Willis, S.J., Dean of the university now that it is

?

Delegate Peter Voyt makes
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a point at Campus Council Con Con.

New student government
awaits student approval
Students in all four undergraduate colleges will go to the
pools Thursday and Friday to vote on the new student government constitution passed by the Campus Council Constitutional
Convention Saturday.

of A & Sand chairman of the committee, reported that he had sent
a letter to the president to suggest the change after the committee had considered the arguments
favoring the change of the A&S
Student Senate at the March 5
meeting. Fr. Willis added, "I would
presume that he would be in favor
of it."
In considering the recommendations of the A&S Student Senate,
Fr. Willis stated that the EPC was
sharply divided. He said members
of the committee against the proposal pointed out that the group
handles delicate faculty matters,
which might lead to problems in
presenting the matters to the students.
However, he pointed out, "Today's student is mature enough to
be able to handle prickly questions with finesse."
He added, "This restructuring
leads (1) to better communications
between faculty and students, (2)
a pooling of resources to improve
education, and (3) frank discussions between the various groups

needed."
In considering the future of a
re-structured EPC, Frank Dubreuil
(A &S, 70), chairman of the committee which researched the senate's report, commented, "Members
of the senate are now to start
working on procedure."
'Dubreuil continued, "We don't
want the posts turned into political offices, so a method incorporating nominations and screenings
by the senate will probably be
chosen. Academically capable, wellspoken students will no doubt be
sought."
Dubreuil discussed his personal
reaction to the EPC's letter to the
president and said, "I am happy
with the number of representatives.
Originally, the senate unofficially
favored three students, but two
is enough to create an outlet for
student opinion and more than that
it is not a guarantee of a multiplication of effectiveness."
The A&S EPC was formed in
1964 and until now the senate was
allowed to meet the EPC one meeting per year.

The new constitution provides will be on Thursday, April 4, for
for a President and Vice-President
the offices of President and Viceelected at-large by the entire stuPresident and the final election
dent body and a Congress comfor the Congress offices will be the
posed of
members
thirty-two
same day.
elected proportionately from the
four colleges and the School of
Philosophy.
In addition, the new student
government President shall have a
cabinet consisting of the following:
Treasurer, Secretary, Executive Assistant to the President, the Assistant to the Vice-President of
Student Affairs, the undergraduate
representative of the University
Academic Senate, and the ChairSecond-Class Postage Paid
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men of the Standing Committees. At Boston, Massachusetts
With the exception of the Assistant to the Vice-President of Student Affairs, the President shall
appoint or nominate the members
of his cabinet pending the approval
01 the Congress.
The Congress is proportionately
divided to include twelve members
from the College of Arts and Sciences, nine from the College of
A day-long conference on the Vietnam War, racism in America, and related topics schedBusiness Administration, six from
uled to coincide with a national week of student protest against the war
will be held here on
Education,
four
from
the School of
the School of Nursing, and one Wednesday, Apr. 24.
Elroy 115. The primary election
resource people as discussion lead"The Administration's disastrous
from the School of Philosophy.
foreign policy and its attempt to
The "Academic Day of Coners.
Each Congress will be elected in
science," under the joint sponsorWorkshops on white racism and deal with the racial crisis as if the
February of the school year.
of the Faculty Committee for its effects on American society,
ship
streets of Newark and Detroit were
A&S,
the
sophofreshmen,
In
'other Vietnams' may mean that
more, and junior classes shall each Peace in Vietnam and Students for university complicity with the war,
the draft, and the implications of
it's already too late for conferelect four representatives to the a Democratic Society, aims at inCongress; in CBA, each will elect volving university members with American involvement abroad have ences like this. At any rate, there
varying viewpoints in discussion already been scheduled. Backaren't any alternatives coming
three representatives; in Education,
papers, which could serve from that Administration, or even
each will elect two representatives. on the issues, as well as presenting groundstarting
point for the workinformation on projects which can as a
the popular political opposition
In the School of Nursing, the freshchannel anti-war and anti-racist shops, will be made available to
groups."
men, sophomore, junior classes,
and the Registered Nurses shall commitment into effective action. conference participants.
Shea continued, "The conference
The sponsoring groups will send
The Day will start at 9:30 A.M.
each have one representative. The
dilemna of endless speeches that
faculty
members
a
statement
to
auditorium
with
representative from the School of
Bapst
in
a mewe've all heard before is somewithin a week, explaining the naFhilosophy will be elected at-large
morial Mass for the war's civilian
thing we hope to avoid. I think
for
asking
day
ture of the
and
and military casualties. Two lecfrom that school. The complete conthe workshops will bypass this
tures, one by Richard Mumma, their support. The statement will
stitution is reprinted on page 12
problem. Part of each workshop
to
request
professors
specifically
of this issue.
Harvard chaplain and director of
will be devoted to projects in
RESIST, the adult support group cancel classes.
The referendum on the Constiwhich people can work for the
pro"We
that
students
and
hope
by
resisters,
for
draft
and
another
tution wiU be held on Thursday
goals they see being ignored by
agree
fessors
will
with
us
that
the
yet-to-be-announced
speaker, will
a
and Friday of this week. Times and
Day
the
at
the present political system."
places for voting are: Thursday, follow. Both talks will be in Bapst issues to be discussed
away from class,"
merit
some
time
by
and
will
be
followed
informal
Lyons Foyer, 9 A.M. to 11 A.M., all
The final schedule for the day
Gerry Shea (A &S, '68), one of the
discussions.
students; 11 A.M. to 3 P.M., CBA;
will
be published in The Heights
organizers,
told
The
McElroy Snack Bar: 11 A.M. to 4
At 11:30 A.M. a movie, either conference
before Easter vacation.
Heights.
Greene,
P.M., A&S and Education; McElroy
"Inside Vietnam," by Felix
Resident Student Lounge, 4:30
or the British Broadcasting ComP.M. to 6:30 P.M., resident men;
pany's "The War Game," will be
Women's Dorms: 4:30 P.M. to 6:30 shown free of charge.
P.M., resident women.
BU Prof. Howard Zinn, author
Friday: Lyons, 9 A.M. to 3 P.M., of The Logic Of Withdrawal, will Quote of the Week:
,"Bureaucracy is based on a Machiavellian philosophy of ignoring the
A&S; Fulton: 9 A.M. to 3 P.M., speak on "University Complicity
human problem to get the job done."
CBA; Campion: 9 A.M. to 3 P.M., with the War" at 1:30 P.M. Prof.
Dr. Harold Kellner, Assistant Professor of Psychology
Education; Cushing: 9 A.M. to 3 Zinn recently returned from a
NEWS:
P«9e
P.M., Nursing.
trip to North Vietnam where he
3
Negro Talent Search
If the referendum is approved successfully negotiated the release
5
Find out why you didn't get your loan last year
of three American airmen.
by the majority of students voting,
FEATURES:
Workshops on issues raised in
the constitution goes into effect
6,7
A quiet revolution
immediately.
11
Anyone for cahds in the snack bahh?
Nomination papers the three lectures, as well as related topics, will be held from SPORTS:
for President, Vice-President, and
Congress seats are available today
2:30 to 4:30 in the afternoon. Each
15
Squamish Squad
workshop will have one or two
16
Auguring well
in the Campus Council office, Mc-
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War, racism to be topics
for ?Day of Conscience?
?

?

Inside the Heights
?

Walsh envisioned it to "advise and
assist the dean in the formulation
and execution of policies and programs relating to the academic
welfare of the college."

Hershey

hints

undergrad
WASHINGTON (CPS)

draft
?

Selective

Service Director Lewis B. Hershey
said this week that some undergraduate college students may be
drafted if President Johnson decides to send 200,00 more troops
to Vietnam.
Hershey said if a decision is

made to enlarge the war, the President will have to decide whether
to call up the reserves or to enlarge the draft calls. If the reserves are not called up, Hershey
said, "we would have to contrive
some way" to draft undergraduates
in order to meet the increased
draft calls.
Recent press reports have indicated the Administration is considering a major new escalation of
the Vietnam war. THE WASHING-

TON POST reported that one recommendation before the President
calls for 206,000 additional troops
in Vietnam. The current authorization number of troops for the war
is 525,000. The White House said
this week that no decision to enlarge the war has been made.
Hershey's remarks about drafting undergraduates were made during a question-and-answer session
following a speech he delivered to
the National Press Club. He said
the number of students drafted
"would depend upon whether

they're going to send them this
year, next year, or some other
time, and the quicker they'd have
to send them, the larger the calls
would have to be."
President Johnson is authorized
by law to declare "that we've got
to have some of those boys that
are candidates for bacculaureates,"
Hershey said. He emphasized that
the Selective Service System presently has no plans to determine
which undergraduates would be

drafted.

"We've
abolished this oldfashioned idea of thinking that
people who pass high examinations know any more than people
who can't pass them at all," Hershey said, referring to the new
draft law which defers all undergraduates doing satisfactory work.
Previously, local draft boards
could examine students' college
grades and their scores on a special examination in deciding which
ones to defer.
At one point in a discussion
about training young people for
the military, Hershey said, "I wish
we could take everybody, but I
haven't much hope that we'll ever
sell Congress that we'll train
people when we don't know what
we're training them for."
Asked if a declaration of war by
Congress would make his job easier Hershey replied, "I'm not so
sure in the future we're going to
declare any war. We've been able
to be flexible enough to kill people
very handily without war. We don't
even have to have enemies; we
kill our friends when We run out
of somebody to kill."
Hershey also said he does not
think President Johnson's decision
to end deferments for some graduate students will have a drastic
(Continued

on Page

14)
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Heights News Briefs
Middle Earth

the Regional office present to help
the ordination with other chapters
in the area.

Kappa Phi Kappa

Gold Key

and Individual effects of income
maintenance for the urban poor
with Middle
On Wednesday, March 27,Kappa
will be Lester Thurow of HarThe Gold Key Society is having
Earth, the Oliver Plunkett SocPhi Kappa, the professional edvard's Department of Economics, its annual Awards Banquet on Suniety will present the story of the
ucation fraternity in the School of Hubert E. Jones, director of Roxday, March 31, 1968 at 6 P.M. in
music of Ireland illustrated by
Education will play the girls bury Multi-service Center and Welch Dining Hall. This year's
There
a
meeting
will
be
for
music,
folk
dancing, and drama.
basketball team for the benefit Thomas Gladwin, anthropologist recipient of the Gold Key Award
Entertainment will be provided all modern language majors on of the Jimmy
Fund. The game and author of POVERTY:U.S.A. for outstanding effort in service
by "The Griffins", Ann Donlan, Monday, April 1 between 4 P.M. will
at 7:30 P.M. in
played
be
and sacrifice for others, and the
and
6
P.M.,
in the McElroy
Bill Fischer, Doorie Delano, and
Roberts Center. Jack Kavancz
principle speaker, will be Mr.
lounge.
The
of
purpose
the
others. The show will be held at
will referee.
Ned Coll, founder of theßevitalMiddle Earth on Saturday March meeting is to discuss elective
ization Crops.
offerings for the upcoming aca30 at 8:30 P.M.
The
Michael
Walsh
P.
Lecture
Rev. Edward Hanrahan, S.J.,
year.
demic
Refreshments will
Series sponsored by the EducaDean of Students and Mr. John
Boston University's Metrobe served.
center and the League of Women tion Student Senate will present Madigan of the Financial Aid OfDr. Jerrold Zacharian from fice will receive honorary Gold
of
Voters will cosponsor a confermeeting
There will be a
M.I.T. on Tuesday, March 26 at Keys. The Juniors of the SocStudents for a Democratic SocOn Tuesday, March 26, there ence concerned with economic so7:30 P.M. in the Resident Men's iety will also receive their keys.
iety on Thursday, March 28, at will be a lecture on "Developlutions to the problems of the urLounge, McElroy Commons.
ban ghetto, to be held on Satur7:30 P.M. In Murray Conference ments in the New England ReTickets are available to all who
Dr. Zacharian, a noted educawould like to attend in the Gold
Room. Plans for April's Acasistance Movement" in Brett day, Apr. 6, 1:30 p.m. at Boston
tor, will speak on"A New ApKey office, Lyons 427 at $3 a
demic Day of Conscience-Student Conference Room at 8 P.M. A University Sherman Union Ballproach to New Teachers." The
Boycott will be discussed. There
Discussion period will follow the room (Commonwealth Aye.)
ticket.
will also be a representative of
lecture is illustrated and should
Discussing the economic, social
lecture.
be of interest to anyone enterJAMES O'REILLY, JAMES BLAKE,
ing the Teaching profession. AdEDITORIAL BOARD
A musical highlight of the Lensports editors
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mission is free and open to all. ten
season will be the presentasupplement
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SUMMER JOBS
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Over 30,000 actual job openings listed
by employers in the 1968 Summer
Employment Guide. Gives salary.
Job
description, number of openings, dates
of employment, and name of person
to write. Resorts, dude ranches, summer theatres. United Nations, national
parks, etc. Also career oriented jobs:
banking, publishing, engineering, data
processing,
accounting,
electronics,
many more. Covers all 48 states. Price
only $3, money back if not satisfied.
Our fifth year!
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Box 20133, Denver, Colo. 80020

Please rush my copy of the 1968 Summer Employment Guide. Payment of S3
is enclosed.
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ALOONQU.N

day, March 31 in Symphony Hall

at 8 P.M.
The Institute of International
There will be a chamber orEducation's guide to summer prochestra with Robert Brink, congrams abroad sponsored by forcert master; Alfred Nash Pettereign institutions, Summer Study son, conducting. Soloists will be
Abroad, is available. The guide Charles Bressler, Evangelist and
lists more than 200 courses at tenor; Barbara
Wallace, soprano;
educational institutions in 30 Nancy Deering, alto;Ralph Ferris,
countries. Copies may be obbaritone;
Andrew Poulimenos,
tained, 40 cents a single copy, bass; Harris Poor, bass.
by writing to: Publications DiTickets are on sale atSymphony
vision of the Institute of InterHall box office or by writing to
national Education, 809 United NaChorus Pro Musica, 645 Boylstions Plaza, New York 10017.
ton St., Boston 02114.

SOPHOMORE
CLASS RINGS
"First Opportunity"
Class Ring Orders
will be taken
for the class of 1970 on
TUESDAY, APRIL 2,
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3
in the bookstore 10 AM 3 PM

-

163 Harvard Avenue

4-*770

ALLSTON. MASS. 02134

JUNIORS!!

Delivery October 28th & 29th
Ten Dollar Deposit Required

THE JUNIOR SHOW

plus state tax

needs
Painting

Tickets

Artists

Production

Secretaries

Publicity

Stage hands

Stage Crew

Construction

Come down, watch rehearsal,
sign up, and help your class!

Checks payable
to B.C. Bookstore
Drawing: One award ring to
a girl and a boy
April 3rd at 3 PM
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Student tenants petition

for equitable housing
by JACK FOLEY

Associate Editor

Students renting apartments managed by Harvard Associates, Inc., the largest apartment owner
in the Allston-Brighton area, are in the process of sending petitions to the firm with a list of
demands for better conditions which, the students say, must be met within a week.
The petition states: "We, the
undersigned tenants of the Commonwealth-GJenville Avenue area,
petition that the following improvements on property managed
by Harvard Associates be completed within one week of presentation: 1. Provide regular janitorial
service to include: a. Apartment
hallways to be swept bi-weekly and
washed weekly; b. refuse disposed
of daily; c- the alley between Commonwealth and Glenville avenues
cleaned bi-weekly; d. inoperative
front and rear hall lights replaced
or repaired; c. basement cleaned
regularly; f. fire hazads eliminated. 2. Roach and other vermin extermination to be initiated immediately. 3. We expect Harvard
Associates to assume responsibilities as stated under Article II of

the Massachusetts Sanitary Code:
"Minimum standards of fitness for
human habitation."
The petition was produced as
a result of a meeting of Harvard
Associates' tenants at the AllstonBrighton Community Center last
Tuesday evening. Chairing the
meeting was Eric Kingson of the
Boston University Student Congress. Kingson began the meeting
by saying: "I don't think we're going to do anything about Harvard
Associates unless we organize."
Joseph Smith, Director of the
Center, reported that the Center
had received numerous complaints
from Harvard Associates' tenants
that the firm was not maintaining
its buildings. Smith said, "The influx of students has caused an upsurge in the rents and has created

a new market for landlords"
The tenants listed

their com-

plaints which included: roaches
and rats, leaky roofs, leaky radiators, antiquated heating systems,
lack of hot water, no locks on
front doors, faulty mailboxes, dirt

in the hallways, no lights in the
hallways, no stair rails.
The tenants also heard from
Robert Galluzzo, a lawyer with the
Legal Assistance Project". Galluzzo
outlined three methods of rent
receivership which allow a tenant
to have his apartment put in the
hands of a court-appointed receiver if the landlord does not
maintain the standard sanitary

conditions.
Kingson said that he expected
approximately 400 to .600 tenants
to sign the petition which he said
will be presented to Harvard Associates on Friday.
Another meeting of Harvard Associates tenants is scheduled for
this Thursday at 8 P.M. at the
center.

Support for McCarthy

still strong on campuses
By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service

Many college students believe Sen. Robert Kennedy is an
"opportunist" for entering the Presidential race after the New

Hampshire primary.

But many of them also say they
will support Kennedy because he
has a better chance of beating
President Johnson for the nomination than Sen. Eugene McCarthy.
Support for McCarthy is still
strong, however, while many students are uncertain about what to
do in the wake of Kennedy's an-

Roxbury area responds
to increased Negro aid
Students are demanding apartment reforms. Note frayed rugs,
bling masonry, clutter of artifacts.

Boston College's Negro Talent
Search, established three weeks
ago as a scholarship fund and recruitment program for bringing

crum-

Negro students to BC, has so far
resulted in over fifty applications
for admission from Negro students
in the Roxbury-Dorchester area,
according to Mr. Joseph McCarthy,
campus co-ordinator of the program.
Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J.,
President of Boston College, announced the program
around
March 1 and stated that Boston
College would provide $100,000 in
scholarship aid for students admitted under the program.
The program itself is the culmination of the efforts of students
and faculty members who became
interested in bringing more Negroes to BC. Three years ago, Fr.
Walsh made a speech in which he
indicated an interest in bringing
more Negro students to Boston
College.
Because of a lack of funds and
resources, recruitment of the economically and educationally disadvantaged Negro students was
conducted along informal linesFor students, Charles Hauck
(A&S '69), Michael Szpak (A&S '69),
Patrick Byrne (A&S '69), and Luke
Szpakowski (A&S *69) and one professor, Dr. Gary Brazier of the

Political Science department, organized a committee to expand
BC's Negro recruitment and to
make the program more comprehensive and better defined-

After having meetings with President Walsh, Rev. Edmund Walsh,
Director of Admissions, Mr. James
Mclntyre, Assistant Vice-President
for Student Affairs, and various
community agencies working with
young people in the Roxbury area,
the present Negro Talent Search

Tomorrow at your
8 A.M. class, dont just
sit there.

-

materialized.
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We know. Morning just isn't your time to fly. You're a night

,

But to survive in the academic jungle, you've got to face the
competition. Morning, noon, and night. So if you just can't get
with it at your 8 o'clock, get with NoDoz®.
l,
NoDoz can help restore your recall, your
~.iwmiiiiijiiii;i>.
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<£ perception?even your ability to answer quesNoDoz i tions And it's not h aDit forming.
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Who knows? You may become the oracle
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McCarthy, who is on the staff of
the Financial Aids Office, was appointed by Fr. Walsh to be campus
coordinator of the project. McCarthy reported that Boston College
has had a tremendous volume of
calls and mail concerning the program in the first three weeks of
its existence.
McCarthy said that letters have
been sent to approximately 75 to
80 community leaders in the Roxbury-Dorchester
area informing
them of the program and asking
(Continued on Pape 5 )

nouncement, according to college
editors questioned in a CPS survey
of 20 large campuses.
A survey taken by the University
of Michigan showed that a lot of
students were supporting Kennedy
but only because they thought he
had a better chance of winning.
Several students said they had
more respect for McCarthy but
would support KennedyThe
campus Young Democrats, however, say they will support McCarthy as long as he stays in the race.
(They have also voted never to
support President Johnson).
In contrast, students at the University of Illinois seem to be
heavily for McCarthy. More than
1,000 signed a petition asking Kennedy not to run, which was sent
to him the night before he an-

nounced.
About 300 students have signed

up to work for McCarthy since the
New Hampshire primary, 150 of
those volunteered to go to Wisconsin to campaign, and one McCarthy
organizer said 30-40 per cent of the
students support McCarthy.
Campus newspapers seem to be
as divided as students. For example, last Thursday a Michigan
Daily editorial by Executive Editor
David Knoke attacked Kennedy
as a "cynical opportunist." On
Saturday, Daily Editor Mark Levin
wrote an editorial saying McCarthy may be the better man but the
expediency of beating Johnson ditates support for Kennedy. Levin
says the paper is badly split and
expects an exchange among the
editors in the editorial columns.
The Harvard Crimson quickly
shifted its support from McCarthy
to Kennedy when the latter announced. But they remain the only
paper to have done that.
In the Northeast, where college
students poured into New Hampshire to work for McCarthy, most
seemed to be sticking with him. An
Associated Press survey of students in the Northeast showed
them two to one for McCarthyDespite The Crimson's endorsement of Kennedy, most Harvard
students support McCarthy.
Even in Kennedy's base, New
York, McCarthy has strong student
support. At New York University
200 students signed a petition
urging Kennedy to run but a
Washington Square Journal survey
showed more students supporting
McCarthy and many calling Kennedy's entry into the race "an obvious opportunist political move."
McCarthy has strong support
among students in his home state.
Mike Anderson, editor of The University of Minnesota Daily, said he
doubts Kennedy would take much
student support away from McCarMcCarthy early, called Kennedy
"pretty gutless."
But the largest college newspaper in Wisconsin, where McCarthy faces his next primary test,
(Continued on Pace 14)
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The Revitalization Corps
aids ?other Americans?

Harlem, a small, cramped office: trie girl from the Columbia School of Journalism, a Germanic
featured girl whose name, she had said the day before, was Lise, turned from her dancing partner and looked into the newsreel camera poised shakily a few inches from her flushed white face.
She smiled and attempted to look
like a young Nancy Dickerson. Her
partner went on dancing, absorbed
in the rhythms. The people of
varying shades of black and white
looked away from each others'
faces and watched, also caught and
held by the dynamics of the dancing, watching curiously as she
spoke through the professional
smile into the mike.
"This is the Revitalization Corps,"
she said. "It's not perfect, but at
least it's a beginning, something
positive in an age of so many negatives."
She turned back to her partner
and again began to dance with conspicuous vigor, before the camera.
The cameraman slowly panned the
heavy machine across the room,
catching the smiling faces of the
dances as they moved, again concentrating on each others' faces.
outside
Tougaloo, Mississippi
a two-room shack: the two men
stood in the reddish, all but sterile
earth of this barren corner of the
Mississippi delta. The white man
was young, blond, sunburned. The
black man was much older. He
stood nervously, unused to the
clipped Northern speech of the
white man, and from time to time
he kicked gently the sandy dirt
beneath his feet.
Behind them the black man's
rotted shack squatted like a growth
on the ground. The white man was
smiling, talking of politics. "Mr.
Johnson," he said, "What do you
think of Bobby Kennedy?" The
old man smiled and began to talk
about Bobby and Jack and all they

had done for civil rights.
Dedham House of Correction, a
chapel: the college boy and the
prisoner sat on the bench in front
of the small electric organ. The
prisoner, whose name was Hank,
and the college boy, who is blind,
were rehearsing "Nearer My God
To Thee" on the organ.
The prisoner would play a few
notes while the young man beside
him talked, guiding him through
the elementary intricacies of the

music.

Behind them the cameraman
from the television station worked
quietly and professionally, setting
up his lighting for the next shot.
When Hank had finished the last
note of the hymn, Ted, the young
man, gave some final suggestions
and then got up off the bench.

Hank waited nervously for what
he called his TV debut, joking with
a guard who stood in a far corner
of the chapel. "Give them your
Pepsodent smile," the guard said.
Both men laughed.
A few feet away from the organ
the cameraman was showing Ted
the lighting equipment. The young
man's hands moved easily over the
cords and meters as the cameraman explained the function of
each.
Ted, an electronics bug, nodded
knowledgeably. At last the scene
was ready to be shot. Ted returned
to the organ, and Hank positioned
his fingers on the keys. The cameraman looked over the shot. "All
right," he said, "We'll start with
Hank's hands." He paused, looking
(Continued on

Page 10)

Editorial Advisory Board
to be constructive critics

?

The Heights Editorial Advisory Board, formed "in order to extend the
competence of the newspaper and to better relations with the university
community," has finally been organized and the membership appointed.
Members of the board include: Mr. Weston Jenks, Director of Guidance in the College of Arts and Sciences; Dr. John Mahoney, Professor in the
English Department; Dr. Maurice Quinlan, Professor in the English Department; Sr. Margaret Mary, Assistant Dean of Nursing; Mr. Joseph
Tache, Assistant Director of Admissions; Rev. Brendan Connolly, S.J.,
Director of Libraries; Miss Meredith Turner (Ed., '71), Alexis Rippe
(R.N.
Grade in), and Richard Bruno (A&S, '69).
The board is scheduled to meet once a week for the purpose of
offering constructive criticism and suggestions. The board is strictly
advisory and the opinions expressed by the board are not necessarily
those of The Heights editors.

BOSTON

?

COLLEGE

?

Johnson govt, labelled
?psychotic? by McNally
Prof. Raymond T. McNally, in an all-out attack against the
present American policy in Vietnam, last week labelled the

Johnson administration "psychotic" and stressed that the administration was "not living up to its responsibilities to the American people."
Speaking last Wednesday in Fenwick Hall, Prof. McNelly disallowed
any comparison between Hitler's
action in Munich, and Ho Chi
Minn's in South Vietnam. Vietnam
is Ho's country, unlike Hitler's situation, he said, 'If anyone is playing the role of the Nazis, we are."
Prof. McNally stressed that South
Vietnam no longer wants to fight
the war. He pointed to the fact that
South Vietnam had just last week
defeated a bill to lower the draft
age from 20 to 18.
The U.S. could withdraw, he
said, and still save its prestige;
the American image would be enhanced if U.S. action were admitted to be a mistake. Prof. McNally pointed to France's decision
to pull out of Algiers in 1962.
Prof. McNally lashed out at Secretary of State Dean Rusk, citing
mistakes Rusk made as Under Sec-

EVENING

Neil Simon's

"little me "
Directed by
Philip Dißelardino
Choreography

Richard Deßusso

Thurs., Fri., Sat.; March 28, 29, 30
Campion Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. $1.50

retary during the Korean crisis;
Rusk, he said, was far from being
an Asian expert. Borrowing from
Lord Acton, McNally said, "Absolute power corrupts absolutely."
Prof. McNally theorized that nationalism, and not communism, is
"the dominant force in history since
1945." A world communist movement, he said, no longer exists, but
Americans are still pre-occupied
with it.
As for American bombing of
North Vietnam, Prof. McNally said,
"You cannot kill an idea with
bombs." Bombing, he declared,
would only be successful if it almost completely annihilates the
country.
Prof. McNally ended his lecture
by urging that BC "should not cooperate with the Selective Service
boards" as far as recruitment and
paperwork are concerned.

COLLEGE

presents

Music Direction
David Connor
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Financial Aid report:

Student funds limited
by ARTHUR J. DOYLE
Assistant Director of Financial Aid

DearStudent:
"Your application for financial assistance has been carefully reviewed. Based on the standards we are currently required to use in determining financial need, and because of limitations on the amount of funds available,
we cannot grant your request for the current academic year."
Thus began a letter sent out
When applying for funds it was These grants are not automatic,
late last August by the Financial
and may vary in amount from year
reasonably estimated that 1625 stuAid Office. Immediately following
dents would be eligible for aid
to year.
Federal regulations require elithe mailing of this unfortunate and,
under this program, and that the
gibility for such a grant to be
to many, all too familiar letter, average award would amount to
there began an enormous swell
determined each year an award is
$800. Nowhere near that number
of inquiries, most of which, when
will receive loans, and the average made. Should you have both a Bossummed up, said "What hapaward will be considerably less
ton College scholarship and a
pened?why didn't I get my loan
grant, it will be necessary to file
than $800.
ETA ET A
what do I do now?"
In effect, the best advice that
mentJw grant
The incoming mail carried huncan be given at this time is do the Parents' Confidential Statement.
dreds of pleas for help, the phones
not assume that you will automatiwere jammed, and the appointment
cally receive the same amount of
BC scholarship recipients are
books were filled beyond capacity.
financial aid as was awarded last
not required to file the statement
and applications in order to have
year.
The reply, "I'm sorry, you are eligible for financial assistance, but
Now, from a more positive aptheir award renewed next year.
Every student should set up as
our funds have been exhausted."
proach, here is what you should
flexible a budget as is possible in
Last year all too many students be doing:
had taken it for granted that their
Have all necessary applications computing their own needs for the
aid would be re-awarded in full, for financial aid filed in the Finan1968-1969 academic year. The indiand had not made provisions for cial Aid Office by Apr. 1. Applicavidual who falsely assumes that
the possibility of a partial award tions filed after that date will only
the total aid received this year will
or even no award at all. Such a be considered if there are funds be renewed in full may be faced
mistake in judgement must be available.
with serious financial burdens in
avoided this year.
Make sure your parents have September that could lead to an
If we wish to pursue a realistic
sent the Parents' Confidential interruption of studies.
This year there will be no subStatement for computation as diattitude, we can assume that letters of this or a similar nature will rected by the instructions on the stitute for hard work and frugal
savings. Research into summer job
be forthcoming again. However, statement.
possibilities should begin shortly,
one thing we can do now that we
If you have already relied heavcould not do then is to fore-warn ily upon National Defense Loan as competition increases as the
the student body at what is already
assistance in the past, inquire as close of the school year approaches.
Under the Federal Work-Study
the critical time for preparing for to the availability of funds under
Program, the college is able to pronext year's tuition cost.
your State Guaranteed Loan ProLike last year, it now appears gram. General information can be vide many employment opportunicolleges and universities in Massaobtained from your State Departties either on the campus or in
chusetts will not have their Fedment of Higher Education or from
various off-campus agencies both
erally supported financial aid proin the greater Boston area and, in
a bank in your community.
grams fully funded. The single promany cases, in the student's home
Interest rates and repayment
gram that will have the greatest
terms under the Guaranteed Loan community.
bearing upon the largest number
Program are very similar to those
Some of these jobs provide work
experience directly related to the
of students applying for aid is the under the National Defense StuNational Defense Student Lon Prodent Loan Program.
student's educational objective,
gram.
Postponement of inquiries into
while at the same time, providing
regular income for educational exThis year Boston College rethis expanding program until Aupenses. Students may work 40
quested $1,121,400 in Federal funds
gust or September will cause a four
foi the program, 10 per cent of to six week delay in the processhours per week during the sumwhich would be matched by Boston ing of the loan, and possibly enmer vacation.
College funds for a total of $1,246,danger your prospects of obtaining
Eligibility is based on need, and
such a loan, as funds set aside were earnings must be related to total
-000.
The hard cold fact is that since
quickly exhausted in some areas educational costs. Referrals are
the time our application for funds
early in the current academic made through the Office of Financial Aid. Again, students cannot be
was approved by the Regional year.
placed through this program unPanel there have been some indiIf you had an Educational Opporcations that a final appropriation tunity Grant for this year, be sure
less their applications and Parents'
Confidential Statement have been
of 60 per cent of those funds will
a new Parents' Confidential Statebe fortunate indeed.
ment and application is filed again. filed.
?
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I've Got My Eye On The Man...

ill
H

in a VAN HEUSEN'
"417" VANOPRESS SHIRT

...

I

One glance
and was trapped by the
biggest man on campus! Really trim and
sharp in his permanently pressed Van
Heusen "417" Vanopress shirt. Made with
the authentic button-down collar, his shirt
features new Soil-Away process that washes
out stains and collar soil without scrubbing.
Plus V-Taper for a slimmer, neater fit.
And new "with it" patterns and colors.
Say, if looks could kill, I'd really be
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In addition to steady and profitable summer employment, students should seek out both private
and public scholarship assistance.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts sponsors several scholarship
programs. The Board of Higher
Education is authorized to grant
scholarships to needy and academically worthy full-time students.
The average non-repayable grant
amounts to one-quarter of the recipient's tuition, although one-half
or full tuition awards are possible.
Applications for all the state scholarship programs should be available in the Office of Financial Aid
beginning with the first week in
April.

The Board Of Higher Education
is also authorized to grant scholarships not exceeding five hundred
dollars per year to undergraduate
students who plan to become certified teachers of mentally retarded
children.
Boston College students eligible
for this program would have to be
enrolled in the Special Education
Program. The State also provides
traineeships amounting to $1,600 to
to college seniors training to be
teachers of handicapped children.
Inquiries concerning these programs may be directed to: Board
of Education, Bureau of Special
Education, 182 Tremont Street,
Boston, Massachusetts 02111, or
the Office of Financial Aid.
Nursing students are also eligible to apply for scholarship assistance under a special program
established by the Massachusetts
Board of Higher Education.
As the scholarship assistance described here applies to residents of
Massachusetts, students residing in
other states are urged to request
similar information from their
State Board of Higher Education.
State Rehabilitation Commissions
frequently offer generous educational services to the physically or
emotionally handicapped person.
Determination for eligibility begins
when the candidate contacts a
counselor for their State agency.
with
Unfortunately, students
handicaps all too frequently fail to
take advantage of assistance offered by their rehabilitation commission. A student with a handicap ( a term used to cover a broad
spectrum of physical and emotional
difficulties) should not assume they
are ineligible until they have been
determined so by a qualified representative of their agency.

Photo

by George

Jordan

Further information may be obtained from the Office of Financial
Aid, or by writing directly to your
State Rehabilitation Commission.
There are numerous private
scholarship and loan foundations
providing funds for eUgible students. It is in this area that the
student must do a quantity of independent research. Private clubs,
organizations, church agencies, and
corporations, among others, sponsor
educational assistance programs.
Remember, the deadline for filing for financial assistance from
Eoston College is Apr. 1, 1968. It
is the responsibility of the student
to complete and file all his applications and statements.
Unless this is done properly,
there is another letter sent out by
the Office of Financial Aid that
begins as follows:
Dear Student:
"Since we have not received all
the necessary information to analyze your financial need for the
current academic year, we have
been unable to process your request for financial aid."

Negroes...
(Continued from Page 3)
them for their assistance in find-

ing qualified

students.

McCarthy is also constructing a
questionaire-to be sent to other
colleges in the country who have
this type of program in order to
inquire about the various methods
used in recruiting Negro students
for colleges.
Among the community organizations cooperating with the Negro
Talent Search are: the Center for
Opportunity for Progress in Education COPE), Upward Bound, the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People
(NAACP), the New England Grass
Roots Organization (NEGRO), and
the Boston chapter of the Urban
League.

Plans are now being formulated
for a tutorial program beginning
in April and running through the
summer months to aid the incoming
students in the fields
of mathematics and reading.

McCarthy said, "We hope that T
approximately 20 to 30 Negro students will be admitted to Boston
College next September as a result of this program." According
to McCarthy, the decisions on admission should come within the
next couple of weeks.

GET WALLED

BLOW YOURSELF UP TO POSTER SIZE

Send us any black & white or color snapshot. We'll blow it
up to 2' X3' (Poster Size). $4.75 for one, $3.00 for each
additional from same photo. Inquire as to quantity prices,
group rates and special projects. Original photo returned.
Add 25c for handling.

OPERATION BLO*UP, INC.

...

the scent of adventure...
.v;i Now from Van Heusen
the first to last and last and last!
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MR. ARTHUR J. DOYLE
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QUIET REVOLUTION
a
feature

essay

by James Franklin & Richard Small
When we went to Mr. Jenks, still thinking
about questions about T-groups, things started
to look and sound even more different. Mr.
Jenks was talking about professionalism
trained people for special techniques and special problems.
We were interested, and now our questions
were not just about T-groups, but some of the
other things happening. Mr. Jenks put us in
touch with a real live psychiatrist (really) and
we got some more answers.
So we asked two people who might know
The answers to these questions are below.
some answers. We asked Dr. Moosbruker, and Like we said, they can be read separately.
she told us about a program that, hopefully, Taken together, however, we think they tell
will grow and get better. And we asked Dr. a story of a revolutionary change that is hapKellner to fill us in on some theory because pening very quietly. The change is one of
he Was actively working with T-groups in his emphasis
mental health at this community,
classes.
and parts of growth and change period, are
But the answers were not simple. Both Dr. become real priorities. Perhaps more imporMoosbruker and Dr. Kellner talked about the tant, change and growth in this area is being
university in a way that was coming out very handled by real professionals. We think this
is pretty important
a real revolution.
different from what we had heard before.
There are four separate interviews on these
two pages: the views and ideas of four exciting
people. Each can be read by itself because each
of the people has interesting things to say. But
they come together, too. They form a whole.
We did not start out to write four interviews; nor did we start out to put them together. We began with some questions
questions about T-groups, and kids filled up
with a new kind of experience, and a beginning program of "leadership training."

?

?

?

Photo by George Jordan

DR. JOHN STURROCK, M. D.

Dr. John Sturrock, M.D.

A psychiatric service

?

?

Dr. Jane Moosbruker:

Hope and difficulty in leadership training
The Boston College Leadership Training Program, successful in the past, faces an uncertain
but promising future. Begun as an experiment in the spring of 1967, the program has been the
source of considerable interest on the part of students, faculty, and administration. Yet, the concept, stands today at a crossroads waiting for a crucial decision on university support and
financing.
Dr. Jane Moosbruker, Assistant
Professor of Psychology at BC
and an early leader in the leadership training program here, talked about the development of the
program in an interview with The
Heights.
The program is designed "to
reach people already functioning
effectively in leadership positions
on campus to make them more
effective," said Prof. MoosbrukerIt is also hoped that "potential
leader types can be encouraged."
The idea of this approach was
initiated by Prof. Moosbruker
when she proposed to Rev. Charles
Donovan, S.J., Academic Vice

President, that representatives
from BC be sent to Bethel,

Maine, to participate in the National Training Laboratory being
conducted there under the sponsorship of the National Educational Association in June of 1967.
The Psychology Department, cooperating with the College of Arts
and Sciences, represented by Weston M. Jenks, arranged to send
two faculty representatives and
two students.
This particular laboratory was
concerned with leadership in higher education and combined the
talents and knowledge of over 150
college and university administrators, faculty members, and students. The laboratory consisted of
two weeks of intensive meeting
using the techniques of the Tgroup, group task exercises, theory and instructional sessions, and
research in group processes.
Following the session in Maine,
the team from BC (Mike Horrigan and Dick Armstrong, both
A&S '68, Prof. Moosbruker, and
Mr- Russell Masterson) met with
other interested professionals and
students on the BC campus to
develop their own program of
sensitivity training for leadership
development.
This program was held in November at the Carmelite Conference Center in Hamilton, Mass.,

and in February at the Round Hill
Conference Center in South Dartmouth, Mass.
Described by Prof Moosbruker

as "basically an educational de-

the two
program,"
weekends were focused on development of the leadership potentivelopment

al in various students, faculty and
administrators.
In this program, Prof. Moosbruker pointed out, training is designed "for change agents, students,
faculty, and administrators who
are in the position to shape and
direct the future of Boston College." The expense of the program
dictates that it must "concentrate
on those who will give the greatest return to the university." If
the funds were available, she felt
that many more students could
benefit.
"The program up until now has
apparently been a success from
all the feedback I get," Prof.
Moosbruker said. The initial feelings of returned trainees have
sometimes
been a problem,
though. At each session, the first
experience is one of exhiliration,
of "turning on" Applications of
the experience have often been
left until later in the sessions.
The result is a kind of T-group
alienation syndrome. The returnee
finds that he is unable to communicate his experience to those
who have not shared it. Prof.
Moosbruker indicated that one
remedy would be "training to allow verbalization of the experience."
Additional sessions, she felt,
might lead trainees past this initial stage to the problems of utilizing these new leadership techniques in concrete situations.
As for the future, Prof. Moosbruker expressed hope that there
would be "a number of repeaters
in the program" to encourage application of principles. "Ultimately," she continued, "I would like
to see organizational workshops
in which a group would be drawn
solely from the members of a
organization."
This
particular
would encourage the working out
of specific difficulties of goals
and leadership.
When asked if such techniques
might have even broader application, Prof. Moosbruker was some-

.what qualified in her answer. She
said "I would love to see it (the
program) expand," but she was
cautious about the use of the Tgroup with college freshmen to
desensitize the competition oriented student- "This/ she felt,
"would be unfair unless you have
an institution which operates on a

non - traditional,

-

non competitive

basis."
The major problem right now
is one of expense. The weekends
this year were financed by a number organizations,
with about
50% of the cost shared by Fr.
Drury's office. In addition, each
participant was asked to contribute a portion of the weekend's
expenses.
As for next year's plans, Prof.
Moosbruker was * uncertain. "I
don't know what the university's
plan will be in the future," she
said. "We do need a source of
funding."
"Fr. Drury has assured us of
his support, and we also see the
possibility of continued participation by campus organizations. Also
we have asked for outside financial aid"
"In spite of the temporary uncertainty, she said "I am optimistic for next year."

Dr. John Sturrock is a phenomenon on the Boston College
campus. He is, believe it or not, a real, 100 per cent, red-blooded
psychiatrist!

He is also a very interesting and
stimulating man. He agreed to answer some questions about College
Mental Health, the agency he
works from, and on student life
in general.
First of all, he explained what
College Mental Health is. It is a
recently formed, non-profit psychotherapeutic service providing psychiatrists and psychologists exclusively for college students and facilities of affiliate schools in the
Boston area.

CMH was formed as an offcampus agency, thereby providing
relative anonymity for the individual seeking help, to aid oncampus guidance and counselling
particularly schools who could
not maintain their own psychiatric
staffs. Guidance staffs refer students who need help, but Dr. Sturrock stressed that this is absoluteany student
ly not necessary
can come in for help and be assured of complete confidentiality.
"We deliberately chose the Prudential Building," said Dr. Sturrock, "to preserve anonymity."
The organization is non-profit,
operating on the money paid by
the universities under contract,
not the individual clients. "Right
now," said Dr. Sturrock, "every
college is giving what it can- The
extent of Boston College's commitment is right now unclear, but
BC is committed."
Dr. Sturrock's job is Boston College
the community, the problems, the life of the students.
Every university in the program
is provided with such a liaison
who makes a special study of that
university.
When we asked about the size
of the staff that did therapy besides himself, Dr. Sturrock revealed the impressive fact that
virtually anyone we
CHM has ".

?

?

?

.

like on call." In other words, any
Boston based psychiatrist or psyl
chologist could be used if necessary, an incredible breadth of
service facilities. The staff of the
central office also includes a sociologist.
There was repeated stress laid
on the absolute confidentiality of
the operation by Dr. Sturrock"Between 15% and 20% of the
students at any university will
come in and talk to us at least
once," said Dr. Sturrock. "Confidentiality is essential and guaran-

teed."

We asked if a Catholic college
problems for
CMH. "The distinction between a
Catholic and a non-Catholic university is breaking down," he
stated, "Boston College needs the
same sort of service any university needs."
He did say that there usually are
adjustment problems for students
coming to any university from a
totally Catholic, parochial education. "There tends to be less spontaneity in these students as freshmen," said Dr. Sturrock, 'less
ability to operate without a structure."
On several more specific questions, Dr. Sturrock was completely
candid. Concerning drug use at
the colleges he said, "There are
three levels anything like this goes
which is
through: phenomenon
the fact of drug use; issue
which arises out of phenomenon
as a result of controversy; and
problem
which happens when
the establishment makes a decision
on the controversy. Pot has been
around for 100 years as a phenomenon; it became an issue; now,
it's become a problem"
Of course, these stages go in reverse, and Dr. Sturrock believes
that at most universities marijuana use, like drinking, is back
to being a phenomenon. "The only
rule," he said, "seems to be 'Thou
shalt not get the name of the
school in the newspapers."' He
was concerned that "a lot of kids
are using drugs to solve problems.
This is unhealthy; there can be
no chemical solutions."
On gradeless courses as a way
of reducing student anxiety: "Any
institutional policy has some repercussion
on student mental
health. Gradeless courses are only

presented special

?

?

?

one aspect."

?

DR. JANE MOOSBRUKER

Photo by Henry EUis

On the nature of the BC community: "We accept a community
as it comes. To speculate on good
or bad communities for us is like
a child speculating on getting better parents."
Dr. Sturrock concluded his remarks by saying, "Mental health
services at college should be a net,
not a chain
."
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Weston Jenks:

Guidance and counseling

at

BC

In an interview with Mr. Weston Jenks, Director of Guidance in A&S, The Heights asked questions about, not simply leadership training and/or T-groups, but the state and development of the guidance service on the Boston College campus. The answers
which Mr. Jenks supplied were straightforward, and sometimes a little surprising.
However, Mr. Jenks does not see
We asked first about the connecschools who can and do either
sition" according to Mr. Jenks)
the feasibility of instituting Ttion of T-groups, and Dr. Mooshave fantastic endowments, medicontractually, but very active in
group techniques on a large scale
cal schools, or both."
developing
leadership
bruker's
terms of students utilizing the
training program, to guidance at because of the amount of money
Further, Mr. Jenks revealed that service, and the Guidance office's

by Dave Flanagan
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BC. Mr. Jenks stressed the involvement of his office in both student
leadership development and group
dynamics, and he expressed support for Dr. Moosbruker's program.
When asked if T-group techniques (not necessarily leadership
training oriented) could be extended as a direct guidance and counselling tool in overcoming tension
and alienation in the university
community, he said: "There is no
direct connection now, but tension
really exists in any university
community. There is no trust;
therefore, there is no communication, and things become closed
up. If the T-group could be used
to establish the necessary essential of trust, then it can become a
useful guidance tool."

necessary and the lack of professionally trained people. But he
does feel strongly that Dr. Moosbrukeris more specifically goaloriented program should continue,
and he expressed hope that
enough money will be made available to expand the program.
At this point the subject of the
interview shifted from T-groups to
the efficacy of the guidance and
counselling service at BC.
We asked first if this service
was adequate if BC should have
some kind of full-time psychatric
service to handle what seems to
be the growing number of serious
emotional conflicts on this or any
large university campus. Mr. Jenks
replied that "it would be impossible for BC to economically support that kind of service. The only
?

such a private psychiatric service

was really unnecessary for Boston
College in the light of BC's participation in the College of Mental
Health program.
Under the terms of this program, BC has a contractual arrangement with a private, nonprofit organization called College
Mental Health. CMH provides the
services of psychiatrists and psychologists to the students and faculty of any affiliate school at no

cost to the student.
The services provided are almost
literally unlimited, including an exhaustive study undertaken to determine the climate of life at each
member school. The service was
begun in Boston last year, and at
this point BC's connection with
CMH is still tentative (in tran-

Dr. Harold Kellner:

Sensitivity training in the university
The technique of sensitivity training has great importance for
the future of the university. Through the experience provided in
T-group sessions, individuals can be equipped to face the challen
ge of human needs as they must be met by the organization.
Dr. Harold Kellner, Assistant
Professor of Psychology at BC,
expressed hope in an interview
with The Heights that an expanded use of group training programs
could help relieve the interpersonal tensions and frustrations that
threaten individuals and organizations on the university campus and
in the world at large.
These training programs, called
T-groups, were developed originally in 1947 by social psychologists
who wanted to implement the work
of Kurt Lewin in group dynamics.
The T-groups were intended to
teach people to be more effective
in a group or organizational set-

ting.
Those participating in the Tgroup would be made aware of the
various processes that occur in any
group
the problem of leadership, how a leader is chosen, the
various styles of leadership, how
the group makes decisions, the alliances and coalitions that are
formed within a group, etc.
The original conception of Tgroups was strictly as an educational device "to provide the skills
and sensitivity necessary for goaloriented group work," said Dr.
Kellner- A T-group would create,
"in a laboratory setting, a series
of fresh interpersonal experiences
which can be applied back home."
"Helping people become personally free" is the goal of one kind
of T-group, stated Dr. Kellner. The
original operation of the T-group
took the form of feed-back. People
would come closer together by giving and receiving
information
about how each one is perceived
by other members and how each
feels in the situation.
More recent developments have
stressed the non-verbal encounter
of people?asking members to touch
each other, to sit blindfolded, to
communicate without words, to at?

tempt spontaneous psychodrama.
"One of the first assumptions of
the T-group technique is that man
is always capable of being more
effective," Dr. Kellner stated. The
improvement achieved by the Tgroup is to make the trainee conscious of what occurs in a social
situation. He learns that the group
makes the norms under which it
functions.
The success of the T-group can

only be judged by "the general
things you look for in an effective
individual," according to Dr. Kell-

ner. "How actualized a person is
in his organizational role, how

much influence he has, how he
operates as a leader, how much
sympathy he has for others" are
the criteria to be usedSome trainees have experienced
some personal difficulties on their
return from a T-group weekend.
The trainee often has a feeling
that "he shares more with those
on the weekend." Dr. Kellner felt
that someone who has experienced
this kind of thing sees "too much
of the hypocrisy of everyday life."
A good trainer, however, can
minimize the dangers of this kind
of feeling. The trainer must be a
good listener, sensitive to the
needs of others, and have "an internal schema for group level
problems that will allow him to
help the group become more aware
of its own processes."
The fundamental distinction that
both the trainer and the members
must be conscious of is the difference between content and process. One learns that it is more
the process, the style of inter-action, that is decisive than the content, the conversation and discussion. Content is what is said; process is the manner in which it is
said.
"Arguments often occur on the
basis of content when the issue
is a matter of process," said Dr.
KellnerConflict is seen only in terms of
the philosophical or ideological differences that exist between groups
of people rather than the unmentioned fear, or lack of trust that
rally separates them.
Dr. Kellner felt that it is this
hidden kind of conflict, differences on the process level, that
lies at the heart of many educational problems. He thought that
T-group technique "will grow with
the growth of people's dissatisfaction with the kind of society we
have today. I have done my best
to institute this in my own classes
and to break down the normal
professorial relationship."

"I have tried," he continued, "to
provide my students with a per-

sonal encounter with each other
that creates a norm of using one-

self for a laboratory specimen
without feeling threatened. This allows the use of process observations and feed-back in the class
itself. In the usual situation in a
classroom, people bring resentments that inhibit learning," Dr.
Kellner said.
"One of the mistakes of university education is that it is unresponsive to the experience of
students," offered Dr. Kellner.
There is an understanding that
educators have content and tradition that must be conveyed to the
student. "This often leads to a lack
of flexibility to adjust to student
needs and to respond (in the curriculum) to student feelings and
directions," Dr. Kellner observed.
If the university would assume
that students have resources, it
might be found that their experience is the best model for a curriculum," Dr. Kellner stated.
There would follow the development of an educational technique
that uses the constructive activity
of the student, that begins with
and operates on the interests and
creativity of the student himself.
The faculty would have more of a
consultant role in such a situation.
Dr. Kellner admitted that "this
is unfeasible in the face of the
existing situation." He thought
that it was not unfair to say that
"bureaucracy is based on a Machiavellian philosophy of ignoring the
human problems to get the job
done."
T-groups are based on a principle of trust and openness that is
not normative in most institutional situations. Organizations generally operate by a mechanism that
"keeps the truth from its members, restricts their autonomy, and
encourages a competitive situation," Dr. Kellner said.
As an example, he noted that
there are strong professional prohibitions against the open discussion of salaries among faculty
members that not only enhance
an already competitive situation,
but that make problems of salary
negotiation relatively easier.
This kind of organization has
what Dr. Kellner called "adaptive
characteristics" It would work
successfully with a variety of personalities, in fairly adverse circum-

stances.
An organization based on truth
as a normative principle is possible
but "less adaptive," Dr. Kellner
felt. Especially, it would not work
where there was a hierarchy of

mistrust If there is a considerable
amount of friction in the relations
among students, faculty, administration, and trustees, for instance,
the necessary openness is obviously impossible.
A change in this situation is
possible only where there is a commitment to self knowledge and a

trust in the other person that is
difficult and unlikely. "Students
would have to face the kind of academic games they play, the shuffling of courses and their primary
concern with taking tests. Some
faculty members would have to
admit to themselves their lack of
interest in teaching. Administrators would have to expose more
honestly the financial pressures
and managerial concerns that so
often determine their policy."
A beginning would be the administration's sharing of power
with both students and faculty.
"For instance," Dr. Kellner explained, "there must be a realization
that a student is a client rather
than part of a captive audience."
Students should participate in the
decisions made for the university,
"from curriculum to the hiring and
firing of faculty"
The hope of the T-group technique is the personal growth possible in its encouragement of
openness. If the widest range of
people, students, faculty, and administrators are exposed to these
ideals, institutional change is possible. Dr. Kellner felt that "for BC
to become an open system, the organizational context in which it
operates would also have to be
open."

enthusiasm and support.
Mr. Jenks expressed strong hope
that BC will continue the association with CMH. He saw it as an
extension of the service that Guidance could supply to the university
community (although it is an important point that students do not
have to be referred formally by

Guidance.
In answer to the

question

con-

cerning the objection raised a few
years ago that because BC was a
Catholic campus with spiritual
counselor facilities, any sort of psy-

chiatric facility was unnecessary,
Mr. Jenks said, "This is an ancient position. It is no longer valid."
He concedes that "there has
been tension between priest and
layman in the counseling service,"
but states that "this tension has
been decreasing." In fact, Mr.
Jenkins revealed the growing incidence of spiritual counselors
making referrals to the professionals at CMH.
Mr. Jenks concluded his statements by saying, "Guidance and
counseling on the campus should
not be identified as a -psychotherapeutic unit. Most college students are not psychologically ill
50 per cent of the students who
come to us. seek academic guidance."
?

He admitted that tensions, both
strictly at the university and in
society at large, are increasing the
incidence of emotional disturbance among college students. This
is reflected in the number of suicide attempts at BC (although
there has never been a successful
suicide at BC) and across the
country each year.
"We live in a disintegrated soA lot of values relied
ciety
on by students in times gone by
have been dropped; including
aspects of the Church." The exist
ence of a service like College Mental Health is necessary to deal with
this problem.

...

Guidance on campus, however,
handles things in a different perspective. "Our primary concern is,
in a sense, preventive. We help
direct and support such programs
as Orientation, T-group leadership
training, and the A&S tutorial program as part of our preventive
approach."

"Guidance just isn't a kind of
Rescue Incorporated," said Mr.
Jenks. "Ideally, we work toward
community mental health."
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A matter
Two weeks ago we spoke of Boston College
as a "total institution." We are still convinced
of the accuracy of that designation. The total
institution embraces all aspects of the inmates'
lives
controlling (within limits, but still controlling) the manner of the inmates-existence
as long as he remains connected with the institution. The key idea is that within the total
institution, the structure and goals of the institution as such mold the lives of the inmates,
not vice-versa. Both as a typical university
with the blanket in loco parentis controls, and
all but unbridgeable social gap between active
staff (administrators and faculty) and passive
inmates (students) and as a Catholic university
connected with the philosophical goals of
the most monolithic total institution in the history of the world; BC qualifies under this de?

?

?

finition.
But things are happening. On pages 6 and
7 of this issue we talk about the "quiet revolution" taking place around community mental
health at BC. We believe the title for these
pages is much more than empty rhetoric. The
exciting use of group dynamics in the educational experience, and the impressive growth
of the guidance and counseling services at BC
seem to us to stand as two important cracks in
the totality of the Boston College institution.
Of the two, perhaps the most impressive is
the growth of mental health facilities at BC.
It seems clear that the traditional controllers
of policy have surrendered competence in one
particular aspect of institutional life to professionals both inside and outside the institution.
This is not just a pragmatic concession, but a
philosophical re-orientation. It is a move from
the confessional to the professional
realistic,
necessary, and laudable. The utilization of College Mental Health in particular is important
to the future of life at BC, and we heartily
urge the university's continued participation in
the program.
But we are most excited by the implications
of the movement just beginning at BC
the
exploration and utilization of group dynamics
and sensitivity training in the educational process. Dr. Moosbruker's program of leadership
training is tentative and fragile, but it is a start
and a good one from what we can hear. The
Heights feels that the program should continue
and grow with the university's active support.
Perhaps more interesting (and definitely
more tentative) are Dr. Kellner's attempts at
direct classroom use of group-dynamic, open?

?

?

Social

of trust

T*rrv<W££

ness techniques in various curricula are striking, and should be studied and developed.
These two things seem to us as only a small
begiinning of something vitally significant in
this "total institution." T-group experiences are
exciting because society is tight
closed up,
with feelings buried and suppressed in favor
of "societal efficiency." Within the T-group
these things are stripped away. Trust is established within the group, and with trust the possibility of real openness and honesty
an
understanding of how others feel and how you
feel, which can be an intense experience. This
experience is the source of the T-group "high,"
which is nothing more than feeling free
often for the first time.
There is no trust at BC. Education here is
still between staff and inmates, between the
grown up people who give knowledge and the
good little girls and boys who listen and behave. Of course, this situation is not unique to
Boston College. It is the traditional educational
institution model. But there can be no trust
within this model because there is no equality
of dignity. The boys and girls have heard too
many promises which are just concessions, too
many paternal "white lies" in the interest of
effective administration.
There can be no trust because the grown up
people are worried. Dissent, non-conformity,
students calling for non-existent power because real partenership is closed, these things
shake the structures of the institution. And it
is the institution which must be preserved, not
certainly, not the inthe individuals in it
?

?

?

?

mates.

There can be no trust in the total institution and there can be no break in totality without trust. But the old model must change, and
it is not only students who must innvovate.
The reality must become students as clients of
moving it, possessing dignity
the institution
as individuals who can contribute as well as
?

learn.

This is not a call for a student revolution via
the T-group. That is absurdity. It is also unnecessary. Already on this campus there is the
stirring in a way that seems to us correct. If
T-groups as they are happening here teach
openness, that is enough. That is a beginning.
R.S., J.G.

life-in-death

The BC Social Commission is a complete
failure. This much is known, this is fact. There
have been many suggestions made as to exactly
why the social activities of the campus have
been delivered into the hands of Life-In-Death,
most of them dealing with the structure of the
Social Commission, the availability of funds,
the lack of facilities, etc. The problem, I believe, is more basic and far-reaching than most
of the people concerned with it realize.
The problem is that the Social Commission
and other groups responsible for campus social
life refuse to recognize the changes that have
taken place in the make-up of the student body
over the last few years and persist in allowing
themselves to be haunted by the specter of
"eagles" tossing pennies at Dave Brubeck. Perhaps a more encouragingimageto bear in mind
when contacting groups should be that of the
Buckinghams practically getting booed off the
stage.

Often when someone connected with social

planning at BC is asked why really good avantgarde groups almost never make it to this campus, the reply runs something like this: "Well,
you have to consider who we're dealing with"
or, "The students here aren't ready for that
yet." This, I contend, is a degrading, snide, and,
more importantly, anachronistic attitude which

only makes the problem worse. An early evening walk through the dorms would reveal
something about the taste of our students, and
if such a journey were undertaken one would
probably encounter the sweet strains of everything from Beethoven's Ninth to the Butterfield

Blues Band, with most of what comes in between being of the type of quality group which
is never seen on the campus (Jefferson Airplane, Cream, Richie Havens, Jim Hendrix and
so on). The point here is that there are many,
many students on this campus who are not
satisfied with what's happening in the top forty
regardless of what their specific prefworld
erences may be. These students deserve to be
represented in the social calendar.
The question of which musical groups are
invited to BC functions is only one facet of
the "social question," however. The lack of
sensitivity to the changing tastes of the student
body and the general lack of imagination displayed by the campus politicos in this regard
extends over into other areas as well. How long
has it been if ever that a BC "big weekend" consisted of something more than a dance,
a game, and a concert, in that order? Oh, but
I forgot, that kind of thing is what most of the
students want. And this is a democracy, isn't it
?

?

?

R. H

Political patricide
To the Editor:
McCarthy did exhibit surprisThere is something ironic .about But
and his followers
ing
strength,
the recent developments of this have felt compelled to continue
irony
that
centers
year,
election
an
their support. Consequently, anyabout the disillusioned millions, thing that
might undermine their
young, middle-aged, and elderly
support, i.e., Robert Kennedy,
present
the
Vietnam
oppose
who
they feel equally compelled to disWar policy and who fail to idenown
lest they seem fickle and
tify with our Chief of State. The
irony is this: a percentage of these lest their commitment seem to
people, no longer accept Robert F. have been conditional and temporary.
Kennedy as the unofficial spokesIn short, avowed McCarthyites
man of change and renewal because they feel that he is basically whose appetite for victory has
an opportunist and is taking ad- been both whetted and satisfied
have forced themselves to disavow
vantage of the disillusioned sentitheir former spoksman. This, in
ment that now pervades the nation. Those who no longer identify my mind smacks of political patriwith Kennedy fail to realize that cide.
Fortunately there is a much
he has been the primary positive
political force in the formation of larger percentage of the disillusuch disillusionment. It is true that sioned who believe that only Rohe could not have achieved this if bert Kennedy can create the init were not for the presence of a volvement that is necessary to resurrect the spirit of the new fronnegative force, Lyndon Johnson.
tier- They believe that Senator
The words opportunism, ruthless, and political expediency" have Kennedy, unlike Senator McCaralways been used to describe the thy, will provide a style, a poUtical
of Senator Kennedy. "maniere d' entre" that this counactivities
try requires.
When he served as Attorney GenThis nation, like an individual,
eral and again when he ran
heroes, legends, and
against Senator Keating of New requires
York, the same charges were causes with which to identify. The
heard again and agin. Ironically, need is grounded in human emohis behavior as Attorney General tions and in our American charactand senator should have dispelled er. If the identification is complimented by a perverted understandsuch allegations once and for ailNow the supporters of Eugene ing of reality (such as the Joe
McCarthy witch hunt of the early
McCarthy, and perhaps even Senator McCarthy himself, believe fifties) then grave consequences
that the Kennedy campaign has result- But emotional identity can
not been as timely as they would be promising as well as perilous.
In one sense, I do feel that Rohave it; that he is taking advanis the "rightful
tage of national sentiment. Thus bert Kennedy
they feel compelled to deny him heir to the throne." He characterizes the promise and the hope
his goal. Why?
Perhaps the reason why several that the nation's people must
McCarthy supporters feel com- posess if they are to become, if
pelled to disown Robert Kennedy they are going to ask themselves,
lie not with the Senator from New what they can do for their country
York's belated decision but within and the world. A Peace Corps prothe nature of their own commit- gram is more than intellectual involvement. One reason that it has
ment.
Many who support Eugene been so successful is that people
could identify with its founder and
McCarthy have become more committed to the man as an underdog its cause emotionally.
than to his cause. The New Hampshire results rewarded them for
For these reasons and for many
their commitment. Had Senator
more, it is "right" that the
McCarthy achieved a lesser victory, and had Robert Kennedy "throne" should pass to one who
gone on to believe that Lyndon might define himself as "an idealJohnson might still be defeated, ist with out illusions."
John Corey
then all would look up to the New
(Ed. '681
York senator as the man to do it.
?

Less than accurate
To the editor:
I am writing in regard to the
article on the peace fast that appeared in the March 19 issue of
The Heights. It stated that I had
originally planned the fast as a
"political anti-war fast". This is
somewhat less than accurate.
I originally planned this fast
I never stated
as a peace fast
whether it was political or nonpolitical. It began to gain publicity as an anti-war fast at which
point the board of governors of
Middle Earth contacted me and
said that it must be billed as a
peace fast if we were to meet at
Middle Earth.
Fliers and letters invited students and faculty to participate in
a fast for peace which would be
symbolic of our desire to help in
creating a world in "which every
man can partake fully in the benefits unthreatened by the distructive forces of war."
The purpose of the petition presented was to inform our Representatives, the Senate, the President and Fr. Walsh that we had
fasted and our reasons for doing
so. As written by Tom Gallagher
and I, it was distinctly against our
present role in Vietnam and demanded:
1) halt the bombing of North
Vietnam,
2) aid in the establishment of a
temporary coalition government in
South Vietnam,
3) Withdraw our troops from
Vietnam.
This petition was circulated and
those who agreed with it signed it.
Those who did not share these
views were free to write their own
statements.
The petition was misquoted in
The Heights article- It did not include "complete destruction of
Vietnam or complete enslavement
of that nation to the U.S."
The petition itself did have political overtones but the fast itself
was a peace fast and was partici?

A Proposition
To the Editor:
We were very glad to see your
article on parietals last week, since
it brought to the University's attention a problem which has been
particularly plaguing us, the residents of Southwell House.
Vice Chairman of CORM, Mr.
Ragolia (Ed. 70) points out in it
the constant task of keeping prostitutes off the Boston College
Campus. Here at Southwell, isolated as it is from the rest of the
dorm community, the matter has
reached acute proportions.
With the MTA stop just across
the street, every ten minutes
brings a fresh wave of street walkers on the first stop of their nightly sojourn. Add to this the trouble
of unescorted high school girls
during the day and you can imagine our plight.
Unable to bear this burden on

a hard-up student's budget we ask
CORM to allocate funds for a
twenty-four hour-a-d ay guard to
give us a helping hand. This matter is worrying us very much and
we are losing a lot of sleep over

it.
Leonard Sienko (A&S, '68)
House Chairman

note: The above letter was
cosigned by many other residents
(Ed-

of Southwel

House).
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pated in by people who did not
come out against our presence in
Vietnam although the majority did.
The petition was not an attempt
to salvage political meaning from
the fast. I was an attempt on the
part of those of us who wish to
withdraw from Vietnam, to make
known our beliefs to our representatives in Congress, as most of

us are unable to vote.
The petition was later posted in
the Sodality Office so that those
who had not had the chance to attend Middle Earth on Friday would
be able to sign it.
It has since been removed from
the office by an unknown party.
A new copy will be typed and
those wishing to sign it can do so
in the Sodality office, or by contacting

me.

Thank you,
Jan Geist, Ed. 70

RFK: the best man!
To the Editor:
Your editorial, "RFK: the rightful Heir?" (19 March 1968), undoubtedly deserves comment. You
severly criticize Senator Kennedy
and demand that he "abandon his
ambitions in favor of principles."
I have correctly analyzed the situation.
The editorial itself pointed out
that from all indications Senator
McCarthy stands little chance of
winning. His personaliy is such
that, even if he were to capture
the Democratic nomination, his
chances of winning a national election would be slim. A massive
saturation campaign, such as the
one in New Hampshire, would be
close to impossible on the national
level. You apparently recognize
the desperate need of change in
this country today. Both McCarthy
and Kennedy want to bring about

that change but both cannot win,
both do not have the power to win.
I doubt seriously that Senator
McCarthy could win even with a
Kennedy push behind him. But for
Robert Kennedy, victory is within
easier reach.
If, as Senator McCarthy said,
Robert Kennedy had waited until
all the primaries were over and
had attempted to "pick up all the
chips," your attitude would be
justified and I would whole-heartedly agree with you. But he did
not and he has put himself on the
line- Yes, he waited until the New
Hampshire primary was over but
I believe his explanation is an acceptable one. Because of the high
feeling and animosity between
RFK and the former Senator from
Texas, he did have to wait until
sizeable public and party dissension was evidenced to avoid the

Intramural activists at BC
To the Editor:
May I express my disappointment over the apparent lack of interest among Boston College students in general and The Heights
staff in particular in the role
played by college student in Sen.
McCarthy's recent campaign in
nearby New Hampshire.
I have kept eyes and ears alert
over the past few weeks for signs
of such interest on this campus. I
have heard of friends and former
students, now on other campuses,
participating in this campaign, but
I have heard of no such thing
herePerhaps I am not tuned in at the
right places. I confess to being one
of those characters that still wear
the cassock around here. But I
would have expected The Heights
to at least say something about it
or give me some clue as to the
existence of this kind of interest
on the campus.
Even Time magazine, perhaps
the greatest hindsight editorial
publication in this country, had
something to say about the matter, but the best The Heights could
come up with was a few rather
obvious remarks on RFK's announcement of his candidacy and
its consequences in the political
alignments.

Not a word in the whole issue,
except for a remark by Fr. Sweeney, if I am not mistaken, about
what is perhaps the most important thing college students have

?School

of Ed.

done in this country in the past
few years.
Am I right in thinking that Boston College students had nothing
to do with this? I would be very
happy to be proved wrong. If there
were Boston College students involved, it should be known and encouragement should be given for
further involvement.
But I have a strong suspicion
that our activists and dissenters
on the campus are so wrapped up
in our own intramural politics that
they do not see what is happening in the country at large. They
are worried about protesting
publicly, almost as if for the sake
of protesting, while the real action,
the realpolitik, is taking place
elsewhere and passing them by.
There was a big to do about
fasting. I do not wish to belittle
this. I had every intention of participating personaly myself- But I
would hate to see opportunities for
really effective action, in addition
to symbolic action, simply pass us
by unnoticed.
I am afraid that dissent in the
college community is plagued with

a sort of Sisyphus complex

?

willingness to put one's shoulder
to a task without much hope of
really achieving anything
while
there are real possibilities of doing
something that will effect change.
?

There was real sincerity in the
students that went to New Hampshire to campaign for Gene. There
was also willingness to stand up

does exist?

To the Editor:
The School of Education does exist. This may be a true and
shocking news bulletin to the students of the School of Arts & Sciences.
The "extensive" coverage of the Education Skits contributes to the
proposal that The Heights should be retitled The Arts and Sciences
Newsletter.
Mr. Dißellardino's review, the only publicity given to the Skits,
was literally cut in half. I am sure that Mr. Dibellardino exerted
more thought and effort than was evidenced in this article. The
lack of photographic coverage (one picture?) contributed to the problem.
If the editor could be disturbed for a moment, the Feb. 25 1966
issue of The Heights will clarify my position. This issue included no
less than 17 photographs and devoted the two center pages to the
Education Skits.
Boston College athletic teams deservedly receive three pages of
coverage a week. The underpublished Dramatic Society receives one
half page per week. Faculty profiles receive one half page per
week. And, yet the Education Skits, the culmination of a whole year's
work by many students, receives one third of a page per year. Does
someone have a false sense of values?
I am very puzzled also by fact that The Heights is losing money
even though its length has been reduced and the number of advertisements has been increased This is another important controversial point.
Romeo Farese
Education '69

and be counted, no matter what
the immediate personal consequences. But there was more than
that. There was willingness to selfsacrifice even to the point of being
politically effective. There was the
willingness to accept the self-discipline required of anybody who
realy wants to change our society,
i.e., to get the people who make it
up, to make them listen and not
just put up their defenses against
outsiders who appear more as a
threat than anything else.
This, I feel, is something new
in the dissent coming from the
college community and I think
there are tremendous possibilities
in it, both for the students themselves as well as for the elders
they are affecting. Who knows, it
may even bring about some positive rapport between young and
old and not so old or young. It has
at least made a lot of people look
up and listen, even Bobby Kennedy, at great risk to his political

career.
As we move from organization

politics to participation politics, in
the phrase of Thomas Wicker, the
desperately needs the
country
idealism and straight-forward sincerity of students, just as the students need a way of really effecting social change, rather than just
opting out or protestingI would like to know if Boston
College students are interested in
the kind of action that is developing around the McCarthy campaign and I would like to see this
interest grow and be translated
into action.
Sincerely yours,
Oliva Blanchette, S.J.

Millerick
To the Editor:
Knowing that you agree that I
have a right to reply, ana
Knowing that you would never
violate the right of free speech
which your predecessors so valiantly championed, and
Knowing that you believer that
The Heights should be an organ
of dialogue, not monologue, and
Knowing that you wouldn't have
omitted my reply were it not for
a proper reason,
Be advised, then, by this note
that I wish my letter of last week
to be considered as re-submitted.

Your humble & ob't serv't
John D. Millerick
P.S. I presume you are still in
possession of my letter.

accusations of personality clash. I
would suggest that by putting bis
name in the race, Sen. Kennedy
has much more to lose than Sen.
McCarthy. Eugene McCarthy can
retain great prestige in defeat; I
don't think Robert Kennedy can.
I am not so naive that I question
whether or not Robert Kennedy
is an extremely ambitious young
man. He has extremely high political ambitions but can we condem him for that? If he can
achieve his ambitions he has only
to be congratulated. I don't think
he is running because he considers
himself the rightful heir to his
brother's throne, but rather because he feels that he is the best
man for the job. This, in my mind,
is all he needs to justify his candidacy. I think he would have
taken the same course if his brother never been elected president,
but this is only speculation.
Kennedy sees the need for
change; he has the power to make
an effective bid to put these
changes into effect. Why should
he not try to do so? As for the
cries of ruthlessness which echo
in the wake of the Kennedy machine, I can only remind you that
in politics, that's the name of the
gameI only wish the junior senator
from New York the best of luck.
Mark R. Shanahan
(A&S '71)

Sloppy coverage
To the editor:
I write you to express my extreme dissatisfaction with the playby-play coverage of Boston College
sports as provided by Dom Valentino and his crew. The height of
the sloppy coverage provided by
WCOP came Saturday night, in
their intended coverage of both
basketball and hockey tournament
games. Mr. Valentino tried to do
the impossible and cover two separate games virtually at once, and
of course he failed. The play-byplay of the Cornell hockey game
seemed terribly biased in favor of
Cornell, and the announcer sounded as if he were working from
the popcorn booth in the lobby of
Boston Garden.
Much has been said about BC's
attempt to act and present an

image as a big-time, prestigious
university. I submit that the totalfer
classless coverage of BC sports,
and the small time image that
WCOP presents to New England,
especially topped by the insipid
"color commentary" as provided
by Mr. Valentino's assistant, Biß
Coleman, who reads verbatim the
press releases and notes from the
scorecard in his attempt to provide background for the games,
can do little but leave a bad taste
in the mouths of the listeners.

I hope Mr. Flynn of the athletic
department will review his policies
of broadcasting sports over WCOP
in the future. It seems as if WCOP
is making a large barrel of money
from these broadcasts, with the
incredible proliferation of advertising during the games, plus the
"pre-game" and "post-game" shows.
As an alumnus, I would much
rather wait to hear the scores
from Bob Starr or Don Gillis,
rather than suffer through another long season through another
long season of Dom Valentino, Bill
Coleman, and Snooks KelleySincerely yours,
Harry Barnes A&S '64
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Constitution...
ARTICLE IV

?

If the Vice-Presidency is vacated for any reason, including his succession to the
Presidency, the President Pro Tempore of the Congress shall immediately assume
the Vice-Presidency.

ELIGIBILITY

Section 1.

To be eligible for any elected government position a student must be enrolled as
full-time undergraduate student at Boston College and maintain a minimum cumulative average of seventy-rwo (72).
Section 2.
No person may be member of both the Cabinet and the Congress.
Further, no Cabinet member or Congressman may simultaneously hold any of the
following positions: member of a College Senate or Forum, Council of Resident
Women Executive, Council of Resident Men Executive, Residence House Chairman,

or Commuters' Council Executive.

ARTICLE V

?

REMOVAL FROM OFFICE

ARTICLE VII

ceedings.
Section 2.

Such proceedings may be instituted by any member of the Congress. The reason for
initiation must be submitted in writing to the Congress and concerned official at least
fourteen (14) days before proceedings commence.

ARTICLE VIII

?

SUCCESSION

Section 1.
If the Presidency is vacated for any reason, the Vice-President shall immediately
assume the Presidency.
Section 2.

.. .

Revitalization

(Continued from Page 4)

.

again
"and then move up to
get their faces
."
The Revitalization Corps is an
educational experience. Its aim is
to bring together, as not even the
most cosmopolitan university can,

individuals from all levels of society, from all income and age
groups, from all races and religions, in a dialogue that results in
understanding and action.
Its membership includes college
students, ex-convicts, suburban ma-

trons and influential businessmen,
people who spend part of their
time working with and getting to
know the "other Americans," with
whom, otherwise they would have
had no contact. The Corps gets
people moving, talking, working,
and helping in any state or situation in which help is needed.

Saga Regrets
To John N. Posch:
This letter is to formally let
you know that we are sorry the
incident on January 12, 1968 took
place and to say that our employees were certainly not instructed to use intimidation on
any student to buss his tray. John
we appreciate your point of view
and please note that we'at SAGA
have taken extra precautions that
the same type of incident does
not happen again.
Again accept my apology for
this happening.

Sincerely,
Henery J- Lappen
SAGA Manager

Note?The above letter
was given to The Heights by
John Posch. It is in reply to a
letter of his which was printed
in The Heights of March 5, 1968)
(ED.

$$51

In Harlem, Corps workers provide a multitude of services and,
by their presence in the middle of
the ghetto, give a feeling of hope
to those who are trapped in this
inner city. From time to time the
Corps sets up weekend meetings
in Harlem, at which college students from the New England area,
who live in the apartments of the
ghetto dwellers, meet, talk and
work with the residents.
The first incident occurred at
that
Corps-sponsored party
capped one of these meetings. At
this particular gathering Boston
College was represented by six
students, headed by David Tine,
director of the BC Chapter.
From BC they had hitch-hiked
to New York to live for three days
in Harlem. Here they used much
painting
of their time working
the most run-down apartments in
the immediate area of the Corps
office.

a

?

The weekend was a success: both
white students and black residents
came away with a bit more understanding of the people on the other
side of the wall of discrimination.
The second incident took place
in the first leg of Operation IGAD
(I Give A Damn), the project aimed
at providing clothing for impoverished residents of the Mississippi
Delta. The white man was Ned Coll,
the 27 year old founder and national director of the Corps who
had instigated a clothing drive in
the New England area that resulted
in the collection of 11 tons of muchneeded supplies.
The Negro was Robert Johnson,
one of the many Delta people who

responded to the obvious interest

of the often disinterested Northerners. Both Johnson and Coll

-- AMENDMENTS

This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the entire membership of the Congress provided that the written form of said amendment be submitted
to a session of the Congress at least fifteen (15) and no more than thirty (30) days prior
to the meeting at which said revision is to take place and said written form is contained in the meeting notice. An amendment accepted by the Congress shall be effective immediately but will be subject to ratification by the undergraduate student
body at the next scheduled general election.
ARTICLE IX

ARTICLE VI

INTERPRETATION

Disputed questions concerning the meaning and application of the provisions of this
Constitution or of By-Laws enacted in conjunction therewith shall be presented to a
permanent standing commission which shall be chaired by the Assistant to the VicePresident of Student Affairs of Boston College and shall consist of four (4) other
members, two appointed by the President without the consent of the Congress and two
(2) appointed by the Congress. The Commission shall make everyreasonable effort
to determine the intention of the persons responsible for drafting the provision in
question. The Commission shall be required to pass judgment on a disputed question
within fifteen (15) class days of its introduction.

Section 1.

Any appointed or elected official of the Government may be removed from office by
a three-quarters (3/4) vote of the entire University Congress. In the case of a University Congressman his voting privileges shall be suspended during the removal pro-

~

?

RATIFICATION

This Constitution shall become effective immediately upon ratification by a majority
of those undergraduates voting In an election to be conducted at a time and in a manner
to be determined by the Campus Council at Boston College. Such ratification shall
have the effect of continuing in office the present officers of the Campus Council
until such time as elections pursuant to this Constitution have been conducted.

Corps projects...

program came away with a deeper
understanding of the problems on
both sides that hinder communication between North and South,
white man and black.

The Dedham incident occurred
during the taping of the recent
WBZ "By-line" report on the Corps'
work in Boston. BC students like
Ted work twice weekly at the jail,
teaching organ and guitar, and tutoring academic subjects, to prepare the prisoners to pass high
school equivalency exams that will
enable them to find better jobs
after "graduation."
A major problem at Dedham and

at other jails is the high percentage of men who return from parole
men who seem not
or freedom
to be able to survive in the straight
world. The Corps program aims,
by a show of interest and a useful
education delivered by people who
to send
care to curb this trend
their pupils out with the ability
and confidence they will need to
succeed in a society that often
simply doesn't give a damn.
?

?

In these areas and in many more
the Revitalization Corps attempts
to shake up the American middle
class
to shake them into con?

tributing to the brotherhood they
often preach. In the most general
sense the Corps gets people working, on a part-time, give-what-youcan basis in and outside their own

confined circle of friends.

For the next three weeks the
Boston College chapter will be collecting clothes from the BC community to launch another leg of
IGAD
an Easter week journey
to the Mississippi delta by several
BC students.
The needs of these people are
urgent. They have asked for BC's
help. Clothing may be taken to
any of the campus collection points
or to McElroy 118.
?

You Are Eligible.
As a member of a group living or working in Massachusetts, you are eligible for SAVINGS BANK LIFE
INSURANCE, the choice of 400,000 prudent men and
women with an eye for exceptional value. And once you
become a SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE policyholder, you can keep your policy, no matter where you
work or live.
To take advantage of this unique opportunity now, visit
your Mutual Savings Bank and ask for personal counselling about the best SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE policy for you. It could be the most important step
you ever take toward personal financial security.

and the others involved in the

Attention

ft f(??.

Today March 26
Anthony Tony Caliri
Vice President

Commuters' Council

Founded in 1907 as a public service,
SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE is sold
only through Mutual Savings Banks
direct, for low cost. And although
not guaranteed, dividends have been
paid every year since 1908,
to reduce cost still further.
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Only your Mutual Savings Bank offers you Savings Accounts,
Mortgage Loans, and Savings Bank Life Insurance.
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THE HEIGHTS

Imean,

jazz

By MARK RANSOM

Steve Winwood: organ, guitar, bass guitar, piano, harpsichord, Jim Capaldi: drums, percussion,
vocals. Chris Wood: flute, saxaphone, organ, and vocals. Dave Mason: guitar, meletron, sitar,
tambura, shakkai, bass guitar, and vocals.
Steve Winwood is a musical thoughts and actions must lead
him to that discovery. Nature, the
song contends, is the prime fac-

genius whose versatility and superb musicianship have reached
incomparable heights as revealed
by the album, Mr. Fantasy on the
United Artists label (UAS 6651).
Nearly as astounding as Winwood ar.e the talents of Traffic,
the aggregation Winwod founded
after parting company with the
Spencer Davis Group (it should be

?photo by Trisha Finnerly

Save me a

... . .

pointed out that Winwood was the
Spencer Davis Group).

seat

by MARTY FUNKE
Assistant News Editor

The snack bah .
the Eagles' Nest
the Dog Pound
"A rose
by any other name
." Yas, folks, McElroy II can be the greatest
ten-cent sideshow on campus. Come on down, let your eyes throw a
party for your brain! All day long, a swarming bouillabaisse of hu?

manity! Yup, Yup, Yup.

At about 10:55 A.M., Monday through Friday, the first assault
coagulates on the second floor landing. The doors open, and whooshI?
a panoramic re-enactment of the Oklahoma land rush superimposed on
the spectacle of five thousand razor-backed hogs rushing to slaughter
to the tune of "Bonnie and Clyde."
Once inside, the participants become relatively docile. The place
begins to resemble a scene from Rawhide that ended up on the cutting
room floor. Except for sporadic mooing, and a rather lively competition for stalls, I mean seats, characteristics "order" is established

without much delay.
Enter campus organization, slinking along back wall, carrying folding table, change bucket, 12 reams of tickets for a) a raffle, b) a
turkey shoot contest, or c) three weeks in Warsaw, Poland. Also equipped with Atwater-Kent stair-reo set, 5 Brenda Lee anthologies, and
one peanut-butter smeared album entitled 'The Soul of Marlin Perkins."
Within five minutes Muzack has new competition, and the entire habitation sways as one body to the devastating ear-assault.

...
..

... . ...... .. .

Near the back wall of the "Snackie," as it is affectionately called,
never mind wondering which wall is the back wall) is the "SteadyPoo" encampment. You know, these folks are the ones that play bridge
while sitting on each other's laps. Sometimes they don't even use cards.
The conversation runs something like this: "Oh, you didn't
oh,
you silleee
ha-ha, well, yes, this is a new miniskirt, do
no
you like it?
oh, you old naughty! you are the only one, Elmo
you know what, I haven't gone to a class yet today
no, I mean
it, I just
well, it's just that time of year
yes, this is a new
miniskirt, do you
."?we'll leave it at that; you get the picture.
(and

..

.

?

.

Lezzee now, observe the central portion, the center ring, the main
arena, what I prefer to call the "Geddaloddadat" camp. This is what
"da boys" generally intone when Sally-Shortshort swings by to get
another Coke. Generally accompanied immediately by a grimy "Hehheh-heh!" This encampment held by "da boys" is often subject to
not to be confused with the
reconaissance raids by "da gurls"
?

duckies in damp Steady-Poo.

"Da gurls" generally circulate like the blood. They generally are
under the impression that they are being photo-grabbed by Candid
Camera, ir if they are not, that they should be. Their mating call
generally runs something like this: "Bawb, how awr yew? Haven't
seen you in soo long! No I can't sit down, I'm over theah with Nancy
and Filaminia. What are your coawses this s'mester?" While the poor
schmuck, sitting hunched over his Cola, attempts a quick rundown,
"da gurl" is imitating a smiling Logan Airport Beacon.

..

When she finds another table to invade, she gives him a warm
grin (as if she had been just now seized with a leg cramp), says "Well,
that is wonderful, and I wish I could stay a little longer, but
see you around. Don't be a stranger!" Exit "da gurl"; our friend slumps
a little lower over his Cola, and thinks about how it used to be until
his horrendous attack of
acne.

.

The cahd players usually hug the walls, because in the peripheral
areas are the big round tables. Now I'm not talking about the shlumps
that simply play for occasional pleasure, or as a relief from scholastic
tension. I'm talking about the veterans that start dealing at 11 A.M.
and wrap up the deck at 10:30 P.M., when the management starts
flashing the lights on and off. World War 111 could have started at
six o'clock this morning, or Philadelphia might have been wiped out
by monsoon rains, or Newton could have bought some snow removal
equipment, but nothing phases this group. The conversation generally
Not a spade, you idiot!"
runs along the line of "Who deals?
Generally things are less dramatic in this section of the Pound. One
they're
group has been playing continuously since September 13th
afraid another bunch will take over their table.

..
.

?

But all of this mocking aside, the Eagles' Next is as essential
an institution as the venerable old Perm Station. Hey, where Is old

Perm Station n6w, anyway?

The Traffic has recorded an album. Here is an analytical description of what appears on the
American release.
Paper Sun: this appeared as the
group's first single early last
summer. The vocal is Winwood's,
as are all but three of the songs
on the album. Its title refers to
the plasticity and false values of
life.
Winwood sings of a girl whose
sordid existence revolves around
messy rooms, cigarettes burning
window-sills, and unfaithful boyfriends. His message is clear:
"too much sun will burn." His
voice here is of a plaintive and
sympathetic natureThe instruments interact perfectly and provide a firm basis
throughout the song.
Dealer: this is sung by either
Capaldi or Wood. The song is a
denunciation of one of the more
unsavory, though not uncommon,
of society's members. The individual whose only values are
wealth and pride.
This theme of superficiality,
which was begun in Paper Sun
and taken up again here, recurs
several times throughout the record, serving as one indication of
the cohesiveness and unity of the
work.
Coloured Rain: the most powerful vocal on the album is contained in this cut. The theme concerns the discovery of the significance of newly-found love. Its
meaning is direct and obvious.
Winwood's vocal is remarkable
even for him and the instrumentation is marked by especially intricate drum work.
Hole In My Shoe: written and
sung by Dave Mason. Beautiful,
child-like imagery flows throughout the song. In the middle of
the cut, the instruments particularly the violins) effect an ascent
to the sky and the voice of a very
young girl is heard:
"I climbed on the back of a
giant albatross, which flew
through a crack in the cloud to
a place where happiness reigned
all year round, and music played
oh so loudly." The listener is then
provided with a musical descent
to earth- This is a complex work
with many special effects such as
parts of the music being played
backwards.
No Face, No Name, No Number:
the terrible depression of loneliness is convincingly portrayed
through Stevie Winwood's voice
and lyrics. He desperately wants
to find the ideal girl the ideal
anything?), but honestly admits
that «he is, indeed, an ideal and
not a reality.
Even though he realizes that
such a girl does not exist, his
need to break away from his drab
mental and physical surroundings
forces him to search for her.
Heaven Is In Your Mind: here
we have a lesson in religion,
whose message is implicit in the
title. One must discover in his
own mind what heaven is, and his

tor in this quest. The long and
excellent guitar solo should be
noted.
House For Everyone: as is the
case with Hole In My Shoe, this
Dave Mason composition relies
heavily on nursery-rhyme imagery. The "house" is life. The singer
is forced to decide between two
doors in' order to enter.
The door marked "lies," has a
pleasing
appearance but upon
closer inspection is found to be
in a decaying state. The door labeled "truth" is rather plain looking, but, we discover, is very
sturdy- At the end of the song,
the singer has no choice but to
enter the door marked "truth."
Berkshire Poppies: this is a deceiving song. The careless listener will assume that it is merely
a couple of minutes devoted to
the group fooling around in the
studio. It is, though, a very direct (albeit complex) statement
concerning the horrors of modern
urban life, and is appropriately
punctuated by a series of crude
noises.
The city is inhabited by such
undesirables as tramps and drunken, moronic teen-agers. People
are "packed like sardines in a
can," (this line is followed by a
descriptive claustrophobic grunt)
and not even the parks (where
murderers crawl after girls in the

can offer sanctuary.
Pleads Winwood, journey to the
country, to Berkshire, "Where the
poppies grow so pretty." And
what a fabulous bass guitar line!
Giving to You: At the outset of
this fine, jazz-oriented instrumental, a group of babbling idiots
(portrayed with gusto by the
group) scream a variety of insanities.
Somebody promised his woman
the town, someone raves incoherently about the merits of jazz and
himself, and others merely howl
and scream in a riotously insipid
fashion. All this is followed by
three fine solos, flute, guitar, and
organ.
With the concluding notes of
the final solo, the cretins return
with their same fatuous caterwauling. All this is obviously presented for reasons of satire: we
all know and abhor the kinds of
people depicted in Traffic's plan-.
ned madnessSmiling Phases: This deserved
to be a hit. It was the group's
second single (flip of "Hole in
My Shoe"). It is immaculately
tight, with fabulous drum work
and a great "biting" guitar. And
Steve Winwood's lyrics offer
sound advice:
"Do yourself a favor/Wake up
to your mind/Life is what you
make it/You see, but you're still
dark)

blind."

Dear Mr. Fantasy: This, the
title track, is difficult to categorize. Mr. Fantasy is the personification of an idea, a concept; probably, he symbolizes the artist or,
possibly, the, creative process itself.
The singer (Winwood) calls upon Mr. Fantasy to do something
("play guitar, sing a song"! to
benefit humanity, to make life
more bearable. Moreover, the artist loses some of his power simply by having to perform the necessary service to humanity.
"You (Mr. Fantasy) are the one
who can make us all laugh, but

tears" Why? The singer suggests
that humanity, "the straight man,"
cannot fully appreciate the true
significance of the artist, which
transcends human opinion and
finds true validity in the Platonic
sense. Musically the cut exhibits
a blazing guitar solo.
United Artists has released a
fine album, but has presented it
in an unfair and bungled manner.
First, the only credit Dave Mason
is given is in the songwriting department. Nowhere else is he seen

or mentioned.
True, he is no longer with the
group, but he was as much a part
of the record as was anyone else.
Second, the American version
of the album is a kind of bastardi-

zation. The English release (Island, ILPS 9061) has the cuts arranged in a more sequential or-

der.

Also, two Dave Mason songs
have been eliminated from the
American release. They are "Hope
I Never Find Me There" and "Utterly Simple." The latter title will
soon be available in the U.S. on
the United Artists sound track
album, "Here We Go Round the
Mulberry Bush"
Third, the sleeve design of the
British LP is far superior to that
of the American disc. Fourth,
and this is really irritating, United
Artists has somehow managed to
issue a very scratchy record.
Fifth, the insignificant instrumental blurbs inserted between
each track fail to provide the
sense of continuity they intend.
These faults of design and production seem relatively inconsequential in view of the album itself. Like any great record, it offers something new with each
playing. The brilliant musicianship on this LP seems to reach
no end.
Throughout the album, each instrument relates perfectly to the
others, and what is being played
is always performed in a breathtaking and awe-inspiring manner.
Nothing is misplaced, and everythings fits together.
The lead vocals and group harmonies are without fault. Steve
Winwood's singing is inhumanly
beautiful, and that of the other
members of the group is excellent.
Technically, the stereo quality
of the album is very exciting
(stereo headphones are sine qua
non).
Throughout this record
there are subtle channelings from
speaker to speaker that make lis-

tening a unique, experience.
Steve Winwood and Traffic have
recorded one of the finest albums
in the history of rock- It is hoped
that the group will receive in this
country the recognition they have
already gained abroad.

gentle
monday
april
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTION
OF THE UNDERGRADUATE
GOVERNMENT OF BOSTON COLLEGE
PREAMBLE
We, the Undergraduate Students of Boston College, In order to protect our inherent
rights and interests, to establish an Independent and representative instrument for the
expression of student opinion, to involve students in a productive partnership in the
governance of the University, to promote the internal unity and welfareof the student
community, to further goals of our Christian University, and to respond to the challenges
of our society, do ordain and establish this CONSTITUTION for the Under-graduate Government of Boston College.

ARTICLE 1

?

THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH

Section 1.
The executive power of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College shall be
vested in a President and a Vice-President, elected at large by the university undergraduate student body, and a cabinet consisting of the following: Treasurer, Secretary,
Executive Assistant to the President, the Assistant to the Administration'sVice-President of Student Affairs, the under-graduate representative on the University Academic
Senate, and the Chairmen of the Standing Committees.
Section 2.A.
The President Shall:
1? Initiate, with the powers at his disposal, actions necessary for the execution of the
acts of the Congress;
2. Appoint the Treasurer, Secretary, Executive Assistant, and the Chairman of the
Standing and Special Committees with the advice and consent of the Congress;
3. Nominate members for all standing and special committees and submit these names

Section 5.
All legislation must be submitted to the President for his approval or veto within
five class days of its passage. The President must inform the President of the Congress of his decision within five class days after receipt of the legislation. In the
case of a veto a written explanation must be made to the Congress. Congress may
override a Presidential veto by a vote of two-thirds of Its entire membership within
ten class days after the announcement of the veto.

Section 6.

All appointed officers shall serve at the pleasure of the person, committee, or organization appointing them. However, in the case of the appointed members of the Cabinet
the consent of the Congress shall be necessary to remove an officer.
ARTICLE II

?

THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

1.
The legislative power of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College shall be
vested in the Undergraduate Congress of Boston College, herein referred to as the

Section

"Congress".

2.
The Congress shall have membership of thirty-two (32) undergraduates allotted proportionately as follows: Twelve (12) from the College of Arts and Sciences, nine (9)
from the College of Business Administration, six (6) from the School of Education, four
(4) from the School of Nursing, and one (1) from the School of Philosophy. In the Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Business Administration and the School of Education
there shallbe an equalnumber ofrepresentativeschosen from the freshman, sophomore,
and junior classes. In the School of Nursing, the freshman, sophomore, junior classes
and the Registered Nurses shall each have one (1) representative. In the School of
Philosophy the representative shall be chosen at large.
Section 3.
The Congress shall elect a President Pro Tempore and a Corresponding Secretary
Section

to the Congress for approval;
4. Nominate, after suitable consultation, student representativesto sit on the University
Academic Senate and university committees and submit these names to the Congress
for approval;
from within its membership:
5. Create such special committees as he deems necessary to assist him in carrying
A. The President Pro Tempore shall:
out his duties;
1. Preside over the Congress in the absence of the Vice-President, and
6. Sit as an EX-OFFICIO member of all committees of the Executive Branch;
2. Succeed to the Vice- Presidency if that office is vacated as provided in Article VI,
7. Preside over Cabinet meetings;
8. Have the power to call special meetings of the Congress;
Section 2;
B. The Corresponding Secretary shall be responsible for all files and correspondence
9. Have the power to initiate legislation in the Congress;
of the Congress.
10. Have the power of veto as defined in Section 5;
11. Submit a budget to the Congress after consultation with the Treasurer and Finance Section 4.
The Congress shall:
Committee;
A. Exercise final jurisdiction over allocation of the student activities fee, with the
12. Authorize the Treasurer to expend funds in conformity with the provisions of the
budget;
exception of a guaranteed flat rate per college student allocated to the student senates
13. Act as the representative of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College;
or forums of the individual colleges and schools. This guaranteed allocation per stu14. Affiliate the Government, with the consent of Congress, with local, regional, and
dent shall be duly recorded and maintained unless it is raised by a majority vote of the
national organizations which promote student interests.
Congress. Pursuant to this power the Congress shall amend and/or approve the PreB. The Vice-President shall:
sident's budget;
1. Serve as President of the Congress;
B. Initiate changes in the student activities fee;
2. Have the power to vote in Congress to break a tic;
C. Recognize student organizations which meet the following requirements:
3. Appoint a Parliamentarian and Recording Secretary for the Congress;
1. Submission of a statement of purpose;
4. Oversee the elections of the officers of Congress;
2. Statement of extra-mural affiliations;
5. Call meetings of the Congress and submit an annual report to the President on the
3. Submission of a statement of fiscal responsibility and demonstration of said
activities of the Congress;
responsibility within the procedure of the organization.
6. Succeed to the Presidency if that office is vacated as defined in Article 6, Section 1;
Recognition shall be mandatory upon fulfillment of these requirements and is not
7. Act for the President in his absence;
dependent upon the Congress' approval of the organization's purpose and/or affiliations;
8. Serve as member of the Cabinet.
D. Select members to sit on the standing and special committees and representatives
C. The Treasurer shall:
,^,
to sit on the University Academic Senate and university committees from nominees
1. Chair the Finance Committee;
submitted by the President and by individual Congressmen;
2. Draw up the budget in collaboration with the President and the Finance Committee;
E. Have the power to approve all executive appointments to the Cabinet and special
3. Account for the funds at the Government's disposal and publish quarterly financial
committees;
reports for the Congress and the University community;
F. Re-evaluate its structure and apportionment at least once every two years;
A. Expend funds upon authorization of the President;
F. Constitute an agenda committee and such other committees that it deems necany oressary;
i 5. Investigate, at the request of the President of the Congress the records of
ganization which receives funds from the Government and make suitable recomH. Enact and enforce measures necessary and proper to implement the above powers
mendations;
and to fulfill the needs of the undergraduate community.
6. Submit his books for an audit on a bimonthly basis.
.Section 5.
D. The Secretary shall:
The right to initiate legislation shall be limited to the Congressmen, the President,
1. Keep the minutes of all cabinet meetings;
the Chairman of the Executive Committee, and student initiative petitioners.
2. Carry on the correspondence of the Executive Branch and be responsible for its Section 6.
records;
The Congress shall meet at least once a month and at the discretion of the President
3. Publish and distribute a weekly calendar and a monthly report of the activities of
or the Vice-President. Upon receipt of a validated petition signed by one-third (1/3) of
the Government;
the entire membership of the Congress or five per cent (5%) of the undergraduate stu4. Compile and publish a list of all officers and committees of the Government and
dent body, the President of the Congress shall call the Congress into session within
oversee the publication of a Student Directory;
five (5) class days.
5. Determine the validity of petitions submitted to the Government.
A quorum shall be required for the conduct of all meetings. The quorum shall conE. The Executive Assistant to the President shall:
sist of two-thirds (2/3) of the entire membership of the Congress. Meetings shall
1. Serve as advisor to the President in all matters regarding the Government and
proceed according to Robert's Rules of Order (Revised) unless otherwise specified.
represent him upon his authorization;
2. Chair the Executive Committee.
ARTICLE ID REFERENDUM AND INITIATIVE
F. The Assistant to the Vice-President of Student Affairs shall:
1. Serve as advisor to the Cabinet;
Section 1.
Upon presentation to the President of a petition signed by five per cent (5%) of the
2. Serve as legislative consultant to the Congress and have voice but no vote in that
body.
undergraduate enrollment or upon a two-thirds (2/3) affirmative vote of the Congress
G. The Undergraduate Representative on the University Academic Senate shall:
for that purpose, appropriations and the budget of the Government, must be submitted
1. Represent the interests of the undergraduates in matters of concern to the Univerto a vote of the undergraduate student body, provided that such action take place within
sity Academic Senate;
two weeks of thepassage or defeat of the legislation. The Congress shall decide whether
2. Consult with the Cabinet on all pertinent matters;
to place the question on the ballot in the next general election or to call a special
3. Report at least once a semester to the Congress on the activities of the University
«
election for the question.
Academic Senate. .\u25a0..--?
Section 2.
Section 3.
Referendum legislation shall be effective immediately, provided that not less than
The Cabinet shall discuss, plan, and co-ordinate matters pertinent to the University
twenty-five per cent (25%) of the undergraduate student body vote on the measure and
Community.
that a majority of those voting in favor of the measure.
Section 4.
Section 3,
The Standing Committee shall be:
Any student shall have the right to initiate legislation in the Congress upon presentaA. The Finance Committee;
tion to the Vice-President of a validated petition which contains signatures of five
B. The Executive Committee;
per cent (5%) of the undergraduate student body.
C. The Social Committee;
D. The Cultural Committee.
(Continued on Poge JO)
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?I think you can measure
a company's interest in
its people by its willingness
to invest in them.?
"I joined IBM in June, '65, in operations research.
"I liked the work well enough, but after a year and a half, I began to
think that the ideal field for me was computer programming. I This is
Alvin Palmer, an Associate Programmer at IBM. I
"But by this time, I was making a pretty good salary. So I was faced with
a big question. Would IBM be willing to let me move into a new field
which would mean going to school and not being productive for a while?
"The answer was 'yes.' I went to programming school full time for three
months. And IBM continued to pay my full salary.
"I get a tremendous kick out of programming. You're telling a computer
how to do its job, and it really gets you involved. Maybe because you're
continually solving problems."

You don'tneed a technical degree
"Your major doesn't matter. There
are plenty of programmers at IBM
with degreesin liberal artsor business.
What counts is having a logical mind.
"I'm making goodprogress in this field,
so I'm glad I was able to make the
change. I think it indicates how far
IBM will go to help you make the most of
your abilities."
Al's comments cover only a small part of
the IBM story. For more facts, visit your
campus placement office. Or send an outline
of your career interests and educational
background to P. J. Koslow, IBM Corporation, Department C, 425 Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10022.We're an equal opportunity employer.

TPTd^TV?
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Kennedy vs. McCarthy
(Continued from Page 3)
says Kennedy has little chance to
win the nomination and so must
have entered the race because he
wants to stop the war, not for personal gain. Still, University of Wisconsin Daily Cardinal Editor Joel
Brenner says hell support McCarthy in the Wisconsin, primary
where Kennedy isn't entered.
The UWM Post at Wisconsin's
Milwaukee campus, however, says
Kennedy is "trying to come in the
back door" and that McCarthy will
sweep the Wisconsin Primary.
Most colleges in Oregon and

California, where McCarthy and
both be on the balon spring vacation. But
lot,

Kennedy will

McCarthy supporters said 32 student body presidents in California
had refused to support Kennedy.

The editors of The Dally Callfornian at the University of California at Berkley are re-evaluating their early support of McCarthy. Editor Mike Kersten says
Kennedy's entry will generate
much more enthusiasm among students about the electionAt Stanford University both the
editor and managing editor of The
Stanford Dally were critical of
Kennedy's entry into the race.
Several students and faculty
members had caustic comments

about Kennedy. Ed Barad, University of Colorado student body Vice
President, called Kennedy's entry
"a big ego hang-up." Any professor Joseph Cardner of the University of Kentucky wired Kennedy:
"You weren't there when we needed you. We might not need you
when you're there."

Fulton debators qualify
for national tournament
Boston College, (will again be represented at
this year's National Debate tournament.) due to
the first place performance of Dave White, (A &
S '68) and Charlie Brown (A&S '70) at last weekend's Region 8 qualifying tournament.
While any team finishing in the Shrum; "The Fulton's record this
top five of the region receives an year is indicative not only of its
invitation to the National competi- finest showing in recent years,
tion, White and Brown took 13out of but also of a potential to excel in
16 Ballots to become Regional this year's National Tournament."

Senior Gift

Campaign
Begins at Bapst
At its meeting March 21 the
Senior Class Gift Committee for
the Class of 1968 declared its in-

tention to collect $200,000 for the
establishment of a "university

professorship".
The senior gift will be matched
by donations from the alumni, and
the interest from the total will be
used to pay the salary of the professor holding the chair establish-

ed.
The chair, to be named after
the Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh,
S.J., will not be associated with
any particular department, but will
rather be filled by a "university
professor".
He will be free to write, lecture
or do research work in any field,
with the provision that he give one
"open course" per semester,
available to a specified number of
students from each of the four

schools on campus.
The University Senate will nominate a number of leading educators
to the post, and the President will
choose from among those nominated. It is hoped that the first university professor willbe appointed
within five years.

champions.

For the second straight year,
Boston College is the top-ranked
team uu the region comprising all
of New England plus New York

State.

To gain the championship, White
and Brown won unanimous decisions
against Harvard, Army,
Brown, MIT, and the 1967 National
Champion, Dartmouth; significantly, Harvard, MIT, Dartmouth, and
Stonehill were the other recipients

of Nationalinvitations.
This year, the Nationals will
be held at Brooklyn College, Apr.
15-18. The topic is: "Resolved:
that the United States should
guarantee a minimum annual cash
income to all citizens."
According to Coach Robert

WERE
Will YOU
BE IN
NETO'i.
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Hershy...
(Continued from Page 1)
effect on graduate schools. "I have
heard these cries of 'wolf many
times," he said. "I have a firm faith
that the graduate schools are going
to live."

The Selective Service director
said he has "every sympathy with
the president of an institution that
has gone into the graduate school
business in order to get cheap
teachers or some other reason, and
therefore doesn't like to have this
come along and take away his
graduate students."

Final hockey stats
NAME
Tim Sheehy
John Snyder
Kevin Ahearn
Gordie Clarke
Charlie Toczylowski
Mike Flynn
Whitey Allen
Barry MacCarthy
Jim Prevett
Steve Cedorchuk
Steve Dowling
Willy Putnam
Paul Schilling
Ray Bastarache
John Sullivan
Jack O'Neil
Tim Smythe
George McPhee
Bob Toomey
Pete Morse
John Burnett
Jeff Cohen
GOALIES
Jeff Cohen
George McPhee
John Burnett

POS
C
LW
C
RW
RW
LW

G
27
16
14
17
12
15
13
6
5
5
4
8
8
4
1
0
0
0
0
0

PTS
A
PIM
30
57
6
22
38
8
23
14
37
14
31
28
27
15
22
11
26
12
LW
12
25
26
RD
19
25
38
RW
18
23
16
LD
18
18
23
LD
16
20
52
C
10
18
8
RW
9
17
8
RD
4
8
8
RD
3
4
20
LD
3
3
2
LW
110
G
110
LD
0
0
0
RD
2
0
0
Go
0
0
0
G
0
0
0
2
GP
PER SAVES GA SO AVG
18
44
462
51
1
3.48
20
49
537
63
3.84
0
3
Q
0
4
1

The Norelco Rechargeable
Tripleheader. So groovy,
it dsxGs &ny hl&idG

Can you project yourself into
the future? What will the '70's
bring? What awaits us in this
changing worldof the future?
If serving God and man is part
of your projection for your future, you might consider the
Paulist order. Paulists will be
a vital part of the '70's just as
they were a part of the '605...
and the '505... and every era
since they were founded back
in 1858.

Why should a traditional
tattersall have a medallion
on the back?
It keeps the point properly centered and the front of the tic neater.
Colorful classic silk tattersall with
its British hunt inheritance adds
special dash to any traditional

wardrobe. Resilio, Empire State
Bldg., N.Y., N.Y. 10001.
P.S. All Resiliotraditionalties have
a medallion on the back.

The Paulists are men of today
...preparing for tomorrow.
They meet the needs of all
God's people in every age.
Paulists are free from the stifling formalismof centuries
past and they are given the opportunity to develop their own
God-given talents. They are
also free to use contemporary
mediums and techniques toachieve their goals. Communications, for instance, is synonymous with Paulists.
If you see yourself as a priest
of the future, discover more
aboutthe Paulists. Send today
for a special aptitude test designed to help determineif you
are of priestly caliber.
Write to:
National VocationsDirector

PAULIST FATHERS
Simon & Sons, Boston & Branches,
Ara's, Weliesley & Framingham,
Webb's, Boston, and Puritan Stores,
Hyannis

Room 132

415 West 59th Street
New York, N. Y. 10019

Just getting 3 weeks of shaves per charge
(nearly twice as many as any other rechargeable) is good reason for going with
this NorelcoPowerhouse. An evenbetterone:
our paper-thinMicrogroove?'floating heads'

Even a 115/220 voltage selector. Altogether,
more features than any other shaver...And
for strictly cord shaving: The new Norelco
Tripleheader Speedshaver® 35T. A cord version of theRechargeable with a more powermoor than ever before,
siifr fe,.
Same close-shaving Microgroove heads. Try either.
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androtary blades that shave so close we dare
any blade to match a Norelco. Proof: independent laboratory tests showed that, in the
majority of shaves, the NorelcoRechargeable
Hf is practically dullsville,
45CT rated as close or even closer than a
leading stainless steel blade. And this baby..,.-, JjHj|
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Wrestlers end season,
place ninth in tourney
By TONY

Sheehy best

Tim Sheehy, BC's fabulous sophomore hockey player, was the recipient of the sixteenth annual
Walter A. Brown Memorial Trophy
makes BC's finish even more imat a Gridiron Club of Boston dinpressive.
last Tuesday night.
BC men who placed were Dick ner

CALIRI

Sports Staff
"Yes, Virginia, there is a wrestand a very promising
one at that"
ling team,

On March Bth and 9th, the B.C.
Wrestling Team competed in the
New England Intercollegiate Wrestling Tournament and finished an
impressive ninth in a field of

twenty-four. This is the best showever made by the B.C. matmen
in the New Englands. For the Bth
consecutive year Springfield took
tournament honors, followed by
such teams as Wesleyan, MIT,
Brown, Coast Guard, and Central
Conn., all of which have established recruiting systems. This

ing
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Power, 2nd in the 115 lb. class and
Tony Maccarini, 3rd in the 137 lb.
class. Both are sophomores.
With a proven and experienced
team returning next year, things
look bright. Only two men will be
lost, seniors Mike Peterson and
Paul Trombi.
Coach Maloney and members of
the wrestling team ought to be
very proud of their showing this
season. Under difficult circumstances they still managed to field
a team that is representative of
BC athletics.

The award is presented to who
is considered to be the "outstanding college hockey player in New
England."

Sheehy is the first sophomore

ever to win the award and the

third straight BC player to do it.
Jerry York won it last year and
John Cunniff won it in 1966.

Tuesday's presentation represents the sixth time a BC player
has won the award since 1953.

AA announces squamish
slate for upcoming year
The Boston College Athletic Association today announced
the fall schedule for the Eagles' 43-man Squamish team. The
squad, with a 2-9-% record this year, has "great potential,"
according to head coach Bob Snooker.
Next year's schedule is "representative," according to a high
official source. This means that, as
in past years, "we'll play some
teams too tough for us twice, and
some teams too easy for us once,
and lose enough to keep the record

respectable."

As a result, the slate includes
the BU jv's, Southwest Mass Tech,
Tufts, and a Western tour which
will include AIC, North Adams
State, and Southern Vermont Tech.
The Western tour depends, however, on budgetary approval for the
rental of 44 motorcycles, the only

way for a "big-time" squamish
team to travel.
Coach Bob Snooker also spoke
briefly about recruiting problems
he had experienced. "I'm fighting
an uphill battle to keep the Maroon and Gold an all-American
squad," he said. "Even though the
last seventeen squamish championships have been won by teams
with Zanzibarbarian squamish players, we cannot allow the He jhts
to be lowered to recruiting these
boys merely for their squamish

prowess."
According to the coach, he is
keeping up the high standards of
scholastic excellence by sending
potential squamish players to prep
school for a year or three to qualify them for BC admission.
"As long as I'm coach, you'll

never see a Zanzibarian squamish player here on the Heights.
well, Rhode
11l go as far as
Island, maybe
but never will our
?

?

Every one of our aquaspace systems
whether nuclear fleet submarine or
deep-diving research vehicle ?is a
"world" unto itself. Capable of virtually
independent existence in environments more hostile than outer space;

?

utilizing almost every known technology to provide for and protect its
human inhabitants. Life-support, propulsion, steering and diving systems
to sustain the vessel itself; ASW equip-

ment for detection and avoidance;
launch and guidance systems for

weaponry.
Creating such "worlds" requires an

unprecedented degree of integration
and interrelation. In the design area
alone it is not unusual for a Design
Engineer to confer with R&D, data
processing, quality control, procurement, reliability, test, the yard tradesmen?and the men who man the subs,
The sophisticated systems that resuit require an equally advanced management technique. We call it Marine
Systems Management: a systems-oriented concept incorporating life-cycle
costing, logistics integration, assurance engineering, procuring and production?all oriented towards the

future via EDP, PERT and CPM. Not
just in terms of years, but decades,
You can see that this total systems
approach?to hardware integration as
well as to planning and management?
can provide breadth to a career, and a
continual updating of techniques in
the fast-moving, technological world of
today. There are opportunities here
now in the Design EngineeringDepartment for people earning degrees in
ME, EE, CE, AE and Naval Architecture/Marine Engineering,
Send your resume in confidence to
Donald K. Whynott, College Relations.

GENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

100 Eastern Point Road, Groton, Connecticut 06340
An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. citizenship is required

strong tradition of academic excellence be threatened with Zanzibarian invasion."
"Our boys are fine Ail-Americans," he concluded proudly. "Even
if we have to begin a pec-wee
squamish program here at BC, we'll
still have the talent. Why, in the
last six years, BC has won the
Walter Smith Memorial Trophy (for
the top American squamish player),
six or seven times. I've lost count."
Rumors around campus, however, indicate that the softening
of the "no Zanzibarians" policy is
not far off. Those lucky Zanzibarians who moved to the United
States before they took their College Boards may soon qualify for
the BC squamish scholarship program.
BC's long record of American
squamish players has been carried
on most recently by Bedford Stuyvesant, a consensus All-America
and honorable mention player in
the NCAA Arbor Day Holiday
Squamish Festival.
"This fine, ail-American boy," as
his coach describes him, was a
high school Ail-American for four
years at Ashmont-Milton Memorial
High School, and a prep school AilAmerican for three at Old Prep,
where he won the Lewis B. Hershey Trophy for most time spent
at his studies.
Stuyvesant, BC fans will recall,
scored the first frollup against
Abilene Christian A&I last year,
to the cheers of an Alumnae Stadium crowd.
Injured on the next play when
an inside out-side jumped offside,
Stuyvesant limped back into the
game seconds later to elbow in
three schloomps, for 79 points,
"with the wind in his teeth."
He is also an excellent student
in the Physical Education program
of the College of Business Admin-

istration.

After watching Stuyvesant perform all season, Coach Snooker was
moved to observe, "This fine young
man, bedecked in the Maroon and
Gold, brought ever more glory to
the fine traditions of the fighting

Eagles."

Heights copy
due

Thursday
at 5 p.m.
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Driscoll, Flynn new hoop, ice Captains
Mike Flynn, a junior in the College of Business
Edward C. (Terry) Driscoll was elected captain
Administration, was elected varsity hockey captain
of the 1968-69 BC basketball team last Wednesday
night. In choosing Driscoll, the outgoing lettermen
for the 1968-69 season. In the election last Thursday
selected the squad's leading rebounder and scorer
night, Mike was selected on the first ballot, a good
of the 1967-68 season.
indication of how his teammates feel about him.
The road to hockey success hasn't been an easy
Driscoll, a 6-8 lad from Winthrop, Mass, and
one for Mike. He has had to work hard for everyBC High, led the freshman five in his first year
thing he has gotten, overcome adversity at the same
with a 26.6 ppg average. As sixth man behind Willie
time.
Wolters last year, Driscoll saw action in 24 games
He registered seven goals and twelve assists
but led in rebounding with 251.
for nineteen points while centering the first line
This past season, Driscoll came into his own.
in his freshman year. His sophomore season (4-13-17) was a disappointing one. Due to hard work
From a career high of 46 (in the first loss to St
and weightlifting this past summer, Mike strengJohn's), the scoring momentum added up to a 444thened his wrists and developed one of the finest
-point campaign, with an overall 17.8 average.
shots on the team. The results were a fine campaign
Driscoll also led the Eagles for his second year
this season in which he clicked for fifteen goals
and eleven assists for twenty-six points.
with 322 rebounds.
Playing left wing on a line with Willy Putnam,
Driscoll is a pre-med major in Arts & Sciences.
Jim Prevett, and Whitey Allen, Mike displayed conbasketball efforts this season also won him acHis
stant hustle and stellar play, particularly since Christclaim as an NCAA District I AU-Star, and as a
mas time. He paced the team in hat tricks with two.
MIKE FLYNN
TERRY DRISCOLL
member of Look magazine's All-Division I team.
Commenting on the choice,
Coach John "Snooks" Kelley excaptain the hard way. He was compressed delight. "This is one of
pletely on his own all the way,
the greatest thrills in my coachand I feel that Mike's efforts are
ing career, and I've had a lot. I
indicative of Boston College hockknow of no other boy more deey"
serving of the honor than Mike.
by JIM CREAMER
"I just think it's tremendous
He has worked so hard to develop that the
Sports Staff
boys think of Mike as
himself into one of the better
leader,
their
and I'm convinced
hockey players in the East."
Down at the drying Tartan
that he'll be one of the finest capI could always bank on Mike
tains I've ever had. He'll lead a track, wrapped around and unto give a 100% effort. He is
der the stands of Alumni
great Boston College team."
Congratulations are in order for the Boston College hockey
always in superb condition and
Field, the sprinters move outFlynn, a former Catholic Memteam for the fine season they've just completed. The impresstays in shape twelve months
orial and New Prep star and sort
doors. The shotput splits the sive 19-11-1 record the Eagles compiled surpassed by far the
of the year."
of BC Athletic Director BUI Flynn,
muddy earth and the discus hopes of their coach and many fans as well. At the beginning
"But the greatest thing about
described his election as the sails. Basketball enthusiasts
of practice way back in October, "Snooks" Kelley cautiously
greatest thrill of my life."
this election is that he became
hear a new sound and feel a

A Sporting

BlJim
ake

Spring

AUGURING WELL...

Jim O?Reilly

SPRING CLEANING
From the mountain of accumulated editorial trash, these
bits of wisdom:
Eddie Miles of the Detroit Pistons has the nicest shot seen
in Roberts Center since Jimmy Walker. Miles came to BC last
Wednesday, when the Boston Garden Whirlpool baths were not
available to treat him. He loosened up on the basketball floor,
bitting some fantastic bombs, and left in time to catch a subway back to that night's 125-117 upset of the Celtics.
Bob Dukiet, speaking of good shooters, plays a mean jazz
piano and leads the basketball team in first-semester academic
average.
The first and last 7'l" center in BC basketball history,
Elmore Morganthaler, set the 1946-47 team's scoring records
with 271 points. The Eagles' biggest margin of victory that
year was 74.30, an upset of the ever-tough Andrews (Maine)
American Legion.
Speaking of rough basketball schedules, BU and Northeastern stay on the BC slate for next year, along with perennial powerhouses Detroit, UCal Irvine, and St. Louis. While
the best Holiday Festival in history is underway (with UCLA)
at Christmas in New York, the Gator Bowl basketball tourney

will host BC and three Southern schools for the championship
of Jacksonville, Florida.
A Long Island source close to Tom Riker, the 610" AllEverything, sees Chapel Hill on his horizon. Riker, whose St.
Dominic's H.S. team won the Island Catholic title, scored 17
points in the championship game despite an injured ankle.
Dave Philbin, prefect of Fenwick I, deserves a lot of
credit for the frosh student-athlete record this year. Only
one freshman ballplayer was a casualty in the academic wars,
in contrast to the seven last year and three the year before.
A gas station in International Falls, Minnesota, is the present field of action for football immortal Bronco Nagurski. His
newphew, Tim Sheehy, left the Falls for BC two years ago and
has become the runaway leading BC scorer in his first varsity
campaign.

Interested in spring sports?

The Heights needs people
to cover sailing, soccer, and track.

new bounce as they adjust to
the all-weather concrete. People of all sizes, shapes and
figures breathe the new air.
The fever has struck. Warm
weather hits New England.
In the dorms, hockey
sticks and skates begin to
clutter closet floors and get
in the way. Their owners remember well 1967-68 and
skate in their minds over
next year's rinks and ponds
just now melting. Caked
dirt, incurred in October's
last few rounds, is scrupulously flaked off chrome
clubs settled in warped canvas golf bags. Spalding Dofs
are putted down the linoleum hallways. The urge to
kick and dribble a soccer
ball is irrepressive.
People are moving outside.
Shaggy-haired students dressed in unfamiliar sweat suits
are jogging in step with athletes in crewcuts along the
streets of Chestnut Hill. Bulky
coats are hung up in favor of
simple T-shirts to make movement easier and to keep the
skin cool.
Down in the bottom drawers and closets, baseball
gloves are fished out and
handled. Frustrated high
school pitchers are beginning new discourses on the
proper way to throw knuckleballs and curves. Soon the
gloves are oiled and arms
stretch until the old aches
and pains return then slowly
disappear.
Then, when the clop
clop of a two-man catch on the
walkways outside the dormitories is heard, and when the
sound that accentuates the
earthy smell of thawed ground
echoes around the brick buildings on campus, spring has

.. .

come

stated that "we hope to finish around sixth. Teams like Cornell, Harvard, Boston University, St. Lawrence, etc., are ahead
of us now because of their experience and depth. But we are
mostly untested. Our squad is young and inexperienced in varsity competition. How high we finish will be determined by the
progress of our sophomores."
Thus, the tone was one of cautious optimism. In addition,
the regular fan was of the same philosophy. Those "in the
know" were especially cautious; others were what might be
termed overly optimistic. But the one who was most correct
in the long run was Captain Steve Dowling, for it was on that
same October afternoon that he stated that "we will finish
amonp the top three in the East." The Eagles finished second
to h exact.
The reasons for such diverging opinions were embedded
in many "ifs." A lot that is known now was not known then.
Take these examples into consideration:
?Who knew then that Kevin Ahem would come along
to such an extent that he would be named the "Unsung Hero" of New England?
?Who knew then that Jeff Cohen, the pint-sized goalie
from Brookline, would perform so admirably in George McPhee's absence?
?Who knew then that Mike Flynn would show such a dramatic improvement over his sophomore year? His scoring output of this season (15) more than tripled his output of last
year (4).
?Who knew then that Steve Cedorchuk would show such
rapid improvement to become an extremely capable defenseman?

But one thing that everybody knew all along was that
the Eagles would be a hustling team. Throughout all the seasons that "Snooks" Kelley has coached Boston College, his
hustle.
hockey teams have shown that all important trait
This year's team has certainly not broken that tradition. It
was hustle which brought the sophomores along so rapidly
and paved the way for BC's strong showings in the E.C.A.C.
and N.C.A.A. tournaments. But the way wasn't easy; it was
downright frustrating at times, but the Eagles came through
when they had to.
Finally, best wishes are in store for four seniors who
have played their last games for BC. Steve Dowling was a fine
captain whose hustling, aggressive play of the last four years
was instrumental to BC's success. The 102 points scored by
Whitey Allen in his career made him only the fourteenth BC
player ever to do so. Gordie Clarke's scrapping, hustling style
of play enabled him to score 97 career points. He set the pace
and example for the other forwards. And the clutch performances turned in by Jeff Cohen were indispensable to the team's
success. These four will be sorely missed next year, a year
which should be even better than this.
?

